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Supreme Court
Begins Fall Term

G. W. Ranks' 14th

The Supreme Court begins each
new term on the first Monday of Tuesdays, and Wednesdays, but
October. This year the date was are not held every week. The
October 2 and the nine Justices Clerk's Office maintains a bank
from 252-3022
filed in at 10:00 a.m. to hear argu- of phones,
through
252-3029,
and the Public
ment in Washington v. Confederated Bands and Tribes of the Information Office can be reachYakima Indian Nation, a case ed at 252-3211. If a law student is
dealing with questions of state interested in hearing the proceedjurisdiction within Indian reserva- ings for a particular case, the personnel at these numbers can give
tions.
Law students can find their you the schedules of argument.
To get the most out of attendlives considerably brightened by
playing tourist occasionally, and ing the Court, one can read the
there is no more guilt-free place to briefs on file with the Clerk's Ofstart that process than the Su- fice, or examine the case records
preme Court. The Court is loca- there. Even without preparation,
ted at I First Street; N.E., directly a day at the Supreme Court can be
behind the Capitol. Two Metro exciting. The Court stays in session until it declares the end of
stops are within walking distance:
Union Station (red line) or Capi- term, which is usually at the end
of Juneor beginning of July.
tol South (blue line).
So why are you -standing
To hear a full argument, one
should probably arrive when the around reading a newspaper? The
building. opens at 9:00 a.m. and following cases are on the
get in line.. There are some days Supreme Court docket for oral
today (Wednesday;
when no wait is necessary, and argument
October
4).
late-risers might also prefer to esMotor Vehicle
say their entrances after the 10:00 a.m.-New
Board of California v. Orrin
Court's
12:00 to I :00 lunch
W. Fox Co. and California
break. In the event that an intolerably long line blocks the entrance
Motor
Car Dealers Association v, Orrin W. Fox teo.
to the regular seats, the "three(consolidated cases): Review
minute line" provides art alternaof the procedure of an anti- .
tive. Persons in this line will not
trust contest of a commerical
be allowed to stay long, but they
franchise
will at least view the interior and
California
.the Justices. After the three min- 11 :00 a.m.-United.
Bank v. U.S.: Tax suit brought
utes have expired, one can make
by the executors of Walk
an excursion to the nearby LiDisney's estate.
brary of Congress, with its Nepv, Doran:
tune fountain outside and its 1:00 p.m.-Michigan
Does a state hav~ to prove
magnificent domed ceiling inside,
probable cause that the acor to the Capitol, or to the Folger
cesed committed the crime to
Shakespeare Library, or to any of
support extradition?
the other Capitol Hill landmarks.
One should call the Court to 2:00 p.m.-Lalli v . Lalli: Another
case on the constitutionality of
check that it is hearing arguments
a statute relating to the inheriton the day of a planned visit. Arance rights of illegitimates.
guments are held 'on Mondays,

by John Seibel
Katherine
Graham,
the
publisher of the Washington
Post, resigned from the George
Washington University Board of
Trustees on September 18. In a
letter to the Board, Ms. Graham
indicated that she wished to give
up some of her activities and
responsibilities and requested t~at
the trustees accept her resignation. Lloyd Elliot, President of
George Washington University,
confirmed Ms. Graham's letter of
resignation but indicated that the
Board of Trustees has not yet met
to act on the resignation.
President
Elliot said that
among
Ms. Graham's
chief
regrets and her ~eas~~ for
resigning was her lnability to
attend the meetings of the Board.
He also stated that "despite her

inability
to attend
(Board
meetings), she has been most
helpful to the University over the
years. "
The GWU Board of Trustees
consists of 45 members, the bulk
of whom are alumni. Most are
also prominent figures in politics,
arts, and finance. Many of the
members of the Board of Trustees
do not reside in the Washington
metropolitan
area,
although
Katherine Grahm is a resident of
the District of Columbia.
Ms. Graham earns $300,000 a
year as Chairman of the Board of
the Washington Post. Her resignation from GW's governing
body is unrelated to the efforts of
GWUSA
President
Cesar
Negrette to obtain two student
members on the Board of
Trustees.

The National Law Center of
George Washington University
ranks fourteenth in the nation in
selectivity according to a recent
survey
undertaken
by the
National
Law Journal.
The
results of the study which were
published in the September 18
edition of the Journal, one of the
new national legal newspapers,
revealed an .acceptance ratio at
the National Law Center of
21.69010. At GW, of 5,500 applications received, 1,193 candidates were accepted to the .Ia",
school. On the average, that is
chance of about one out. of five
applicants getting in.
Of the top fifteen most selective
law schools, George Washington
received more applications than
any. other law school except
Harvard.
The. National
Law
Center also accepted more applicants than any of the other
fourteen universities.
Of course, the survey .results
are not intended to correspond to
a school's .prestige, resources,
capabilities,
or any similar
characteristic which other surveys
have attempted to rank in the
past. Moreover, it is impossible to
make such a determination on the
basis of objective criteria.
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Furthermore, the survey is not
indicative of the intellectual or
academic quality of the student
body, since it is obvious that the
reputation of a school plays a
critical role in determining the
quality of applications received
and it is questionable to what
extent traditional indicia used to
evaluate applicants such as LSAT
and. GP A correspond to performance in law school. But a
survey like the one conducted by
the National Law Journal does
reveal;' with statistical exactitude,
what proportion of those competing for scarce openings are
likely to be selected for admission.
The nation's
fifteen most
selective law SChoolsare:
Law Schools Accepted/Applied OJo
Yale Univ.
32213682
8.75'
Harvard Univ.
76017300 10.41
Columbia Univ.
7950/5300 15.
Stanford Univ.
560/3531 15.86
Fordham Univ.
650/3961 16.41
Univ.of.Virginia
733/44(}() 16.66
Calif. at Berkeley
700/3850 18.18
Univ. er s. Calif.
550/3000 18.34
Univ.ofChicago
470/2.500 18.8
Boston Col.
700/3700 18.92
New York Univ.
1000/5200 19.23
Cornell Univ.
709/3378 20.99
Univ.ofMich.
950/4500 21.11
Geo.Wash. Univ. 1193/5500 21.69
Northwestern
60012700 22.22

Manne Interviewed For Dean
by Dana Dembrow
On Thursday and Friday,
September 28 and 29, Professor
Henry G. Manne travelled from
Florida to the National Law
Center to be interviewed for the
deanship. Manne, who was a GW
professor for six years, is the
founder and director of the Law
and Economics Center at the
University of Miami. The Center
which is directed by Prof. Manne
began in 1974 and immediately
grew to become one of the
nation's leading institutes on legal
economics. It receives over $1.5
million a year in contributions
from corporate donors, many of
whom are attracted primarily by
Manne's outstanding reputation
in the field of law and economics.
After he left the National Law
Center in 1968, Manne was a
visiting professor at Stanford
University and then became a
professor of law and. political
science at the University of
Rochester.
His specialty
is
securities regulation and he holds
a number of positions in professional associations
concerned
with corporate law and finance.
A flamboyant
and unconventional
individualist,
Prof.
Manne is cormected with the
Milton Friedman approach to
business
economics.
Manne
received his J.I). at the University
of Chicago L~~, School in 1~5.2.

after graduating Vanderbilt with the National Law Center and
a B.A. in economics. He also most seemed impressed with his
and his novel
holds a J.S.D. from Yale Law . forthrightness
School, where he wrote his disser- approach to economics as an
tation on insider trading and the analytical tool for examining the
law.
stock market.
Manne expressed his desire to
Since 1966 Manne has authored
seven textbooks in the field of continue the activities of the
eConomics and law. He has also Center on Law and Economics
written over 50 articles which which is now connected with the
post-graduate division of Miami
have appeared in law""i-eviewsand
School of Law. The candidate
other scholarly journals. Prof.
was happy to renew his friendship
Manne is regarded as an esteemed
with old acquaintances at the
colleague by many of the present
faculty at the National Law. National Law 'Center and appeared favorably disposed at the
. Center. He was an active and
prospect of coming to Washpopular professor when he taught
ington, D.C. He is the second
at GW ten years ago.
candidate for the deanship to be
Prof. Manne was well-received
publicly interviewed at GW.
by the Student Dean Search
Efforts are presently underway to
Committee in their interview last
set up interviews with several
Thursday. Eight members of the
other
nominees
later
this
SBA Committee'
questioned
semester.
Manne on a variety of issues at

Metro Opens Night Service
Metroraii underground mass
transit system has finally extended its operating hours to
include night and Saturday
service. The subway now extends
from DuPont Circle to Silver.
Spring via Judiciary Square and
from R.F.K. Stadium to National
Airport by way of the George
Washington University stop at
23rd & I streets.
Monday through Friday the
blue line is scheduled to make its
first departure from the Foggy
Bottom station at 6:04a.m. east-

bound and 6: II a.m. for the
airport. On Saturday, service at
the Foggy Bottom/GWU stop
begins at 8:08 a.m. eastbound and
8: 14 a.rn. to National Airport.
Since last week the trains have
operated until midnight. The last
departure from Foggy Bottom
southbound
is scheduled for
12:10 a.m. The last train now
leaves GW Monday through
Saturday
toward
the
Stadium/ Armory stop at 12:00
midnight.
-Vlctory for night people!
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Dedication

Bob Randall is the only guy in 'town who can legally smoke
pot. Pursuant to a court order entered last year in the District of
Columbia, Mr. Randall is specially excluded from the Controlled
Substances Act so that he can use marijuana to relieve his suffering from an acute case of glaucoma. For comparison, consider
the case of Jerry Mitchell, a student at Southwest Missouri State
University. In 1976 Mr. Mitchell was sentenced to twelve years
behind bars for selling a nickel bag of grass to an undercover
agent. Under existing Missouri law Mitchell could. have been
sentenced to life imprisonment. The court reduced his term to
seven years but rejected his appeal from the conviction.
For smokers who don't have a glaucoma waiver, the penalty
for possession of pot depends upon the situs of the offense. With
the passage of the new Nebraska statute this past summer, eleven
states have now decriminalized marijuana possession. From a
judicial rather than a legislative viewpoint, Alaska has provided
the most interesting case. In 1975 the Alaskan Supreme Court
upheld the state's marijuana decriminalization enactment on the
grounds that private use of the herbal intoxicant fell within the
individual's constitutional right to privacy. (Ravin v. State, 537
P.2d 494 (1975» But the primary impetus in the slow reform of
marijuana laws has rightfully come from the state legislatures
rather than the courts.
In the Washington metropolitan area, trading or. using the evil
weed is still a serious crime. Maryland's Controlled Dangerous
Substances Act lists the following banned drugs together in
Schedule I: lysergic acid diethylamide, marijuana, mescaline,
peyote, psilocybin, tetrahydracannabinol (Annot, Code of Md.,
Art. 27, Sec 279) In Maryland the penalty for possession of pot
can be as much as one:year: imprisonment and a $1,000 fine
(Annot, Code of Md.;: Ait.
SeC:' 287). The present Virginia
statute also classifies, marijuanaas .an hallucinogenic and prescribes penalties for unlawful 'possession of up to one year in jail
and a fine of $1,000 (Va. Code Sec. 54-524.101 :2(b». Likewise,
in the District of Columbia possession of even a minute amount
of any part of a cannabis sativa plant, living or dead, except
processed stalk is a criminal offense punishable by up to a year in
jail and a $1,000 fine (D.C. Code Sec. 33-402,423).·
Thus, despite the decriminalization lobby efforts of the
National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws
(NORML) in the nation's capital, marijuana is still controlled as
a dangerous narcotic in Washington, D.~. After years of deliberation over the issue, a decriminalization bill was referred out of
committee and actually passed by the D.C. Council on
November 8,1977. However, Mayor Washington vetoed the bill,
pressured by the political weight of the city's council of one
hundred ministers. Accordingly, he holds the dubious distinction
of being the first chief executive to reject an enactment by the
legislature decriminalizing marijuana. It is interesting to note
that Marion Barry, who recently defeated Mayor Washington
and Sterling Tucker ia the D.C. mayorial primary election, voted
for the decriminalization bill, while Tucker voted against.
. The state of the law in practice in the District of Columbia is
unclear as the result of individual activity on several fronts. The
controversial maverick judge Halleck made a lot of waves in the
Superior Court with his interpretation of the D.C. marijuana
statute two years ago. About the same time the chief prosecutor
ordered restraint on prosecutions for simple possession and it
appeared to pragmatists that the pot laws in D.C. were effectively abolished. The Deputy Chief of the Misdemeanor Trial
Section of the prosecutor's office, however, recently assured the
Advocate that the D.A. 's were enforcing the law. He said that as
long as marijuana remains a part of the D.C. narcotics provisions, prosecutions willcontinue, Itis a fact that people are still
arrested and convicted" ope'possession
of marijuana in
Washington, D.C. Another source with information about the
private lives of some of the city's prosecutors recently informed
the Advocate of perhaps the most shocking inconsistency involved in the debate in D.C.--many of the prosecutors smoke pot
themselves.
continued on page nine
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Affirmative Action After Bakke

, gram ahead of him.
ed by events ranging from
While Weber won his case (the
Proposition 13 to the increased
Allan Bakke, who recently
Justice
Department
has
petitioned
visibility
of the Klu Klux Klan and
started classes at the University of
the Nazi's, and by the willingness
California-Davis medical school the Supreme Court fo.r reve.rsal.of
as directed by the Supreme the decision by the fifth cIrCUIt), of the business community to
align itself with these forces in
Court's decision in Board of Re- he lost an opportunity to participate
in
the
training
program,
joint
efforts like the defeat of the
gents v. Bakke, now has a succeslabor law reform bill.
sor. His name is Brian Weber, since the court ruled that the proYet in spite of the face that
and he is a young white factory gram be discontinued. The real
Weber represents a more farworker employed by a chamical winner of the case, then, was
'Kaiser Aluminum, since it no
reaching attack on affirmative
plant located in Gramercy,Louiaction than Bakke, it has been
siana. Like Bakke, Weber suc- longer has to pay for the training
largely ignored by the f'media.
program. '
. All
cessfully challenged an affirmaWhat
makes
Weber's
case
students
interested
in
inding
out
tive action plan designed to
(Weber v, Kaiser Aluminum, 563 more about the relationship
remedy the underrepresentation
between Bakke and Weber are
of minorities in skilled jobs. At F. 2d216) such a dangerous preceencouraged to attend a panel
the Gramercy plant only 2070of dent is that it was decided under
discussion entitled, "Affirmative
the skilled craft positions were title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
Action After Bakke" on Wednesoccupied by blacks, out of a rele- 1964-an area of the law not
day, October 4 at 8:00 pm in
vanr-local labor, force that was addressed in Bakke. Employers
Room 201 Stockton Hall. Par'40070 black. Weber's union was who have voluntarily' adopted
affirmative action plans designed
ticipating on the panel will be
able to negotiate for a training
to remedy arguable violations of Manuel Romero, an attorney with
program designed to overcome
this problem in a way which bene- title VII by themselves or to the EEOC and a member of La
Raza Legal Alliance, Jack Hartog
fited all workers; it required the remedy societal discrimination
an attorney with the Civil Rights
employer, Kaiser Aluminum Co., now find themselves under attack
from the other side by white Commission and a member of the
to train equal numbers of black
workers. They are' likely to National Lawyers Guild, and
and white employees for skilled
resolve this dilemma by eliminatProfessor Chandler a member of
craft positions. Weber claimed
ing voluntary affirmative action the GWU faculty. The event is
that the training program disaltogether, especially in a political being co-sponsore by BALSA, La
criminated against him because a
black worker with 3 months less climate characterized by the rise Raza and the National Lawyers
of right wing forces, as represent- Guild.
seniority was selected for the proby Kurt Kobelt

National Lawyers' Guild Activities
by Bob Krakow
The Guild has had an active
start this semester in sponsoring
programs for the Law Center.
Most recently the Guild sponsored a fascinating talk by Michael Tigar on the legal battles developing out of the assassination
of Orlando Letelier and Chilean
espionage activities.
Guild projects in the works include:
I. A symposium on the implications of the Bakke decision cosponsored with La Raza, Balso, .
and the Women's Rights Organization on Wednesday, October 4
at 8 p.m. Speakers will include
Jack Hartog of the National
Lawyers Guild, Manny Romero
of La Raza, and Prof. Chandler
of the GW Faculty.
2. A proposal for a new course
entitled,
"Law
and
Social
Theory" to be taught by Michael
Tigar, a Washington trial lawyer
and noted legal scholar.
3. A clinical project to be organized in coordination
with
three other D.C. law schoolGuild
chapters involving legal representation of inmates at the D.C.
Women's Detention Center.
4. Production of a radio program
on listener sponsored Pacifica
Radio to discuss legal issues af-

fecting the D.C. community.
5. A panel discussion focusing on
hospital worker union organizing
linD.C.
Any students interested in the
above projects can get in touch
with the Guild chapter by leaving
a message in ourbox in the SBA
office-Room 301 Bacon. We are
also open to ideas for projects or
symposiums any students or

faculty may wish to share with us.
At our next meeting, during the
week of October 10, our guest
speaker will be a representative
from the National Conference on
Women's Oppression, a Guild
project concentrating on legal and
political issues affecting women.
All students and faculty are
welcome' to our meetings and
events.

58A Elections
by Stephen Friedman
President, Student Bar
Association
Representatives from each of
the first year sections were
elected, Tuesday Setp. 26. Those.
elected were:
Section II-Sue Bastress
Section 12-Greg Greenfield
Section 12-Ellen Mahan
Section 14-Randy Selig
. While I am conv need that the
elections were both open and
honest, I was not satisfied with
the manner in which the SBA ran
them. To a great extent this was
my personal responsibility; and
for
those
inadequacies
I

apologize. In the future it will be
my goal to see that elections are
more carefully planned and
implemented than this one was. It
is clear to me, that if an organization such as the SBA is to be taken
seriously, the electoral process
must be approached similarly. To
the extent that this election did
not meet those professional standards, I .have faulted in my
obligation.
To those who were elected, I
would like to extend my congradulations. I hope, that you
will all become involved in SBA
activities, as well as represent the
interests of your respective sections, as soon as possible.

Deans Gain Emeritus Status
by Robert Goodman

Committee this past year, was
The first meeting of the full- elected for another year's service
time faculty was held on Friday
More administrative
details
September 22,1978, with Dean followed. Two appointments for
Kramer presiding. The initial part part-time faculty were approved
of the meeting was concerned at the meeting. Thomas J.
with the three Committee elec- Madden will teach Law 506,
tions. The Faculty Appointments
Intergovernmental Relations 11,
Committee for the present year in the spring of 1979, and William
will be compoSed of: Professors
N. Lieber will assist Judge
Merrifield,
Weaver,
Pock,
Chabot in teaching Law 554,
Smalls,
and
Sharpe.
The Deferred
Compensation
Tax
Professors making up the Budget Law, also in the spring. Professor
Advisory Committee will be: Barron then gave the report of the
Stevenson, Schiller, Park, Nash, Dean's Search Committee, which
and Caplan.
And
thirdly,
has three candidates presently
Professor Arnold Reitze, who under consideration.
(In all
was commended for the job he fairness to those candidates and
has done as the lone faculty their present positions, they will
member of the Clinical Projects ,"nt be revealed at this time).

The most lively portion of the
meeting concerned
Professor
David
Robinson's
proposal
concerning
qualifications
for
Coif.
Basically,
Robinson's
proposal would permit transfer
students to be considered for Coif
selection
if they take 40
numerically graded hours and if
their G.W. average at the time of
the selection is superior to the
equivalent G.W. partial average
of students who would be selected
for Coif, but for the higher
average of transfer students. The
proposed system would permit all
students receiving this school's
degree to be eligible for election
to Coif, providing only that they
(continued on page seven)
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legislation such as the National
Despite the prevalence of
Environmental Policy Act, the
energy issues in contemporary
Federal Water Pollution Control
legal
debate
and
political
Act, state environmental policy
discussion, only a handful of the
acts, and state conservation laws.
nation's law schools have inThe Energy Law Guide is the
troduced the subject of energy law
core of the Callaghan Energy Law
into their curriculum. In addition,
Service, which is sold on a
although
a wide, variety of
subscription basis with up-to-date
scientists and journalists have
supplements. The service consists
contributed
to the recent
of a series
of monthly
proliferation of books on energy,
monographs
in
which
most of the literature in the field acknowledged
energy experts
has taken a narrow focus adaddress a particular topic in the
vocating or criticising a particular field of energy law. These supalternative to the energy crisis.
plernents are designed to flesh out
Last
month,
however,
in detail the basic text authored
Callaghan and Company an- by Prof. Green which comprises
nounced their publication of the the backbone of the Energy Law
first consolidated
and corn- Service.
prehensive analysis of energy law.
Although no single resource
The Energy Law Guide is can adequately cover the comauthored by Professor Harold P. plica ted and competing concerns
Green of the National Law Center in the critical determination of
and is the first attempt by anyone'
to treat energy law across the
board as a discreet subject matter
and show it as an integrated
whole.
Green's
Guide
is
not intended as' a definitive
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION
treatise on the vast and intricate
issues involved in the energy
by Shetley Grant
debates but is rather a basic
reference which identifies and
Membership in the ABA Law
catalogs the various aspects of Student Division is still a steal at
energy law.
$5.00 per year. If you haven't
The Energy Law Guide opens already joined, or if you have let
with a general introduction to the your membership lapse, you
emergence of energy law, its should remedy the situation right
changing focus, and the ex- away. Why, you ask. Glad you
panding role of the federal asked. (I must be reading too
government in energy develop- much Jim Heller.) First, anyone
ment. The second chapter details will teU· you that the monthly
executive administration in the publication, Student Lawyer, is
Department of Energy as well as worth the membership dues all by
legislative
organization
and itself. In addition to that benefit,
control over atomic energy and as a member of the ABA/LSD,
other forms of power for the you will be eligible for memfuture. The next four sections of bership in the various sections of
the Guide describe laws per- the ABA (a good way to stay on
taining
to' the production,
top of the current issues in your
transportation; and marketing of field of interest) and for liaison
coal, oil and gas, electricity, and positions to those sections as well
nuclear energy. The following as various committees (see more
chapter deals with 'soft' energy on liaison positions below). There
sources' such as solar, thermal, are also special insurance plans
and wind, and the final chapters and discounts on car rentals. And
of the Guide contain an overview there's more. Third-year students
of environmental regulation and have a special
benefit--no
membership dues for the first

future" the approach of the
Energy Law Service edited by
Prof.
Green
represents
a
significant contribution to the
problem. Only by recognizing the
legal, and social implications of.
the varying solutions to the
energy question as alternative
answers to what is essentially a
single problem,
will policymakers be able to accurately
apprise the situation and derive a
satisfactory
conclusion.
The
complete picture includes more
than just coal or just nukes or just
windmills. The Energy Law
Service is designed to introduce
the energy experts in each of these
specialized fields to the alternatives available. It is a basic but
inclusive source which anyone
interested in energy law will want
to have available for ready
reference.

Prof. Harold P. Green

Law. Student Division Reports
296-3117. Membership forms can; are the most important criteria in
be found in brochures 'in the determining
selection.
"
Student Bar Association office Geographical balance is also
(301 Bacon Hall) and on a tear- sought. The term of office runs
off pad posted on the bulletin until May, 1979.
board on the landing between the
To apply, send a current
first and second floors of resume and a letter of apStockton Hall.
plication, which should include
NEW ABA/LSD OFFICERS
any specific information pertinent
During
the 1978 Annual
to the substantive concerns of the
Meeting in New' York City, the entity to which you wish to be
Law Student Division Assembly liaison. Proof of Law Student.
elected the national officers for Division
membership
(for
1978-1979. Bureon Ledbetter, Jr.,
example,' a photocopy ofa
of Tallahassee, Alabama, was current membership card) must
elected President. He is a student
also be supplied. The above
at Cumberland School of Law in materials should be sent to:
Bureon Ledbetter, Jr., President,
There is at least one more very Birmingham and has been active
good reason for you to join the in the Law Student Division for ABA/LSD, Cumberland School
of Law, Samford UniversitY,800
ABA Law Student Division. Once the last two years. He was liaison
Lakeshore Drive, Birmingham,
the membership of the school to the ALI/ABA Joint Comon
Con tin ui ng AL 35209. Please also send a'copy
reaches 300/0, the school is eligible m i ttee
Professional
Education
and a of all materials to your Circuit
for funding from the ABA for
Student
Division
Governor, Robert E. Perry, Box
programs.
That means your Law
representative
from
Cumberland
164, Antioch School of Law, 1624
Student Bar Association will be
School of Law in 1977-1978; was Crescen t
Place,
N. W.,
able to give you more.
co-chairperson of the 5th and
Washington, DC 20009, and to
If you have any questions
about the' Law Student Division 13th Circuits' joint spring con- Anne Campbell Ryan, Director,
or need any particular
in- ference in 1978; and won the ABA/LSD, 1155 E. 60th Street,
Silver Key Award as 5th Circuit . Chicago, IL 60637.
formation, call your ABA/LSD
in 1978 and
Applicants are also requested
representative, Shelley Grant, at Lt. Governor
Roundtable
Chairperson ... The,.,to, solicit a letter of recomother officers elected are:.N. Kay;,~.'meridation from their circ~it
Bridger-Riley, University of Tulsa " governor, who should send copies
College of Law, Vice President: . of th~t letter to the president and
Charles Guerin University of ' the director, If you are mterested
Houston Bates College of Law
in applying for, one of these
Secretar;-Treasurer;
Sharon D: positions, please contact SheIley
Grant }MMEDIA"":EL.Y (296As a private practitioner in Meyers, Vermont Law School
3117), smce the applications must
Washington, D.C. Peter WoIf has and Sunny M. Wise, Loyola
be postmarked no later than
long taken an active interest in University (Los Angeles) School
October 6, 1978.
. .
young lawyers and the law of Law, both Division delegates
. Note: There are also posinons
student community. When he was to the ABA House of Delegates,
open for national directors of a
, chairman of the Young Lawyers the Association's policy-making
'
number of Law Student Division
Section of the Bar Association of body.
LIASION POSITIONS OPEN
programs. The deadline for~hese
the District of Columbia in 1970L' .
..
'1 bl
IS also October 6, 1978; see the
71, the Section won the ABA's
raison poslt!ons are. ~val a e
buIletin board for the particulcrs.
national
outstanding
single to the following entities: the
project award for its "Lawyers to American Judicature Society; the
ESSAY CONTEST
Lorton" Program. Under Mr. ABA Section of Family Law; the
The Family Law Section of the
Wolf's
leadership,
the D.C. ,ABA Standing Committee on
ABA is conducting its annual
Young Lawyers Section that same Lawyers in the Armed Forces; the
Howard C. Schwab Memori~1
year was also voted the out- ABA Standing Committee on
Award
Essay
Content
10
standing Section in the nation for Judicial Section, Tenure and
cooperation with the Toledo Bar
cities of comparable size, for its Compensation; the ABA Judicial
'Association and the Ohio Bar
range and breadth of programs of Administration Division Traffic
Association. All second and third
benefit to the public and to the Court Program; ~nd the U.S.
year students are eligible to
Bar.
Department of Ju~rice.
complete. The subject matter of
For the past five years Peter H.
Applicants must' .have a fullthe essay may be any aspect of
Wolf has served on the Board of ,scholastic year to complete as of
Family Law which the contestant
Governors of the Unified Bar, September I, 1978, and must also
chooses. Suggested length is
where he chaired the Committee be members of the Law Student
about 3,000 words; though not
on the Adequacy of Enforcement
Division. When possible, aplimited to this number; it may be
of Professional
Standards in pointments are made to students
more or less, as the subject
Complaints
of
Ineffective
With two years remaining in law
merits. Essays scheduled to be
Assistance of Counsel in Criminal school so that continuity may be
published, and/or essays which
Justice Act cases.
, achieved, but merit and expertise
have previously been published,
(continued on page sixteen)

year of ABA membership after
graduation (a savings of$IO.00).
The Law Student Division also
sponsors competition of all kinds-essay contests (see below), appellate advocacy, client counseling, etc. You can keep up with
what is happening in -the Law
Student Division by regularly
checking the bulletin board (next
to the main stairway on the first
floor of Stockton' Hall). All
pertinent bulletins and notices
. (including information on liaison
positions and competitions) are
posted there as-soon as received.

Peter H. Wolf Nominated
To Superior Court Bench
By Dana Dembrow

On Monday, September 18
President Carter announced that
he has nominated Peter H. Wolf
to serve as a judge in the Superior
Court
of the District
of
Columbia. Mr. Wolf, who is a
graduate of Harvard law school
and holds his bachelor's and
master's degrees from Cornell, is
the senior partner in the firm of
Wolf & Kovnerand has been an
active member of the 'washington
legal community since his admission to the D.C. Bar in 1962.
He is expected to assume the
vacancy on the bench created by
the promotion' of former Chief
Judge Green as soon as Congress
acts to ratify his appointment.
In 1967-68 Mr. Wolf chaired
the inter law school task force
that succeeded, after two years'
compaigning, in obtaining the
necessary court rule changes to
permit third year law students to

represent indigents in Small
Claims and Landlord-Tenant
Court. He presently serves on the
Board of Directors of the D.C.
Law Students in Court Program,
the supervising body of the
consortium program in which
GW is the principal participant.
In addition to his pioneering
the Law Students in Court
Program, which has now been
expanded to include criminal
cases as, well as small claims and
landlord/tenant
disputes, Peter
H. Wolf has been active at the
Nanonal Law Center in course
arv' career counseling. Two years
ago he spoke at Phi Delta Phi's
career symposium. In February of
this year he authored an article
for the Advocate in which he
offered his recommendations of
some practical
law school
courses. He has also published
articles in the George Washington
Law Review, the American Bar
Association Journal, the D. C.
Bar Journoland
the District
Lower.
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FOCU~ON• .. JANE: LAMB

Born in Indiana; Jane Lamb received
her B.A. from Purdue and her J.D. from
Georgetown. After graduating law school
she worked for the Judicial Conference
Committee on the Administration of
Justice in the District of Columbia Courts
and for the Pretrial Diversion Project.
Ms. Lamb spent several years with the
Public Defender Service before she
became the Civil Motions Commissioner
at eh D. C. Superior Court in 1974. This
past summer she was elected Chairperson
of the Young Lawyers Section of the Bar
Association of the District of Columbia.
by Barbara

Beck and Dana Dembrow

Q. The initial source of confusion to a
law student taking a look at the Washing-

ton Bar is the distinction between the District of Columbia Bar and the Bar Association of the District of Columbia. Can
you brei fly describe what these organizations are?
A. The D.C. Bar is the Univied Bar. It's
the one that everyone has to belong to in
order to practice law in the District of
Columbia. It came into existence only a
few years ago. The Bar Association of the
District of Columbia, on the other hand
is the volunteer bar. It's been in existence
for over a hundred years. That's the one
with the Young Lawyers Section in it.
Q. What does the Young Lawyers Section do?
A. We have our fingers in a lot of different pies. Last year the International
I.:aw Committee had a reception for foreign law students. We also ran the Criminal Practice Institute held in the Pension
Building at which Irving Younger spoke.
We conducted the National Institute of
Trial Advocacy. We also had a night at
the races at Charles Town last November,
and we plan to have that again this year.
And we had a party at Britches at the end
of March last year for all new admittees
to,the Bar, and for all new members of
the Young Lawyers.
Q. What about the publications of the
Young Lawyers Section?
A. The past year we put out the third
edition of the criminal jury instructions
which are used as standard jury instructions in both the District Court and the
Superior Court, and are followed or at
least recognized by both appellate courts.
This y~ar I hope to get the civil jury instructions out. The present edition of the
civil jury instructions is out of date and
out of print. .Evidently people are guarding copies oft! ~m with their lives. So we
hope to update those. It's really a major
undertaking. Whether we'll be able to get
them out this year during my tenure I
don't know but certainly they should be
ready by next year. In addition to these
two excellent guides for young lawyers in

D.C., our Estate and Guardianship Manual is ready to go to print. That one is
pretty much of a "how-to" kind of book.
It's got forms in it. It's got a description
of how to do ancillary administration of
an estate in Maryland and Virginia as
well as in D.C. We also have in the works
a D.C. Practice Manual, which concerns
how to get motions filed, where to file a
case - a basic how-to-practice kind of
book. And the text that is issued to parti.cipants in our annual Criminal Practice
Institute is another popular publication
of the Young Lawyers Section. We also
put out a newsletter as another one of our
publications.
Q. How does one go about getting one
of these manuals?
A. The Bar Association has them. You
can write to the Bar Association at 1819
H Street, N.W., Suite 300 to order a
C9PY,or you can call them at 223-1480 to
get any information that you want.
Q. Does the Young Lawyers Section offer any opportunities for law students to
get involved?
A. ' Yes. We would like to have law students involved a lotmore than they have
been in the past. One of the features that
we have to attract students to our activities is reduced rates to our seminars like
the Criminal Practice Institute. We're also hoping to meet with the Student Bar
leaders from all of the local schools to
tal~ with them and see what's going on at
their schools. We also are in touch with
the ABA young lawyer representative. On
Oc~ober' 14 we are sponsoring a panel at
which th~ ABA representative will speak,
along WIth myself and Jim Bierbauer
who is the Chairman of the D.C. Bar. I~
addition, we have a D.C. Practice Committee. That committee's function is to
aid p.eopel who are just starting out in
practIce. Hopefully we can develop some
more programs. I think we'd also like to
develop some method of letting law students know about job opportunities in
town. Of course, we can't promise plac~ment, but at least we can let people know
what jobs are available and what kinds of
things to look for.
Q. Let's turn now to your role as the Civil Motions Commissioner at the Superior
Court of the District of Columbia. What
does the Civil Motions Commissioner do?
~. That's a question that is asked by
VIrtually every lawyer in town. Nobody
really seems to know. We receive in this
office all motions, oppositions and all
kinds of papers related to civil motions
with the exception of Landlord-Tenan~
and Small Claims motions. We screen
them to make sure that they comply with
the technical requirements of the Court.
Rules. If they don't comply with the technical requirements then we reject them
:.,.

and return them to the attorney. If the
motion is opposed then we also receive
the opposition. We decide if the motion
gets set down for a hearing or whether It
can be decided on the papers. If decided
on the papers, I or one of the lawyers here
review the case jacket and look at the motion and the facts as they appear in the
jacket. We review the Order submitted by
the attorney and then we submit it either
with or without corrections or we draft a
new one. We then submit the Order to the
Judge for him to either grant or deny the
motion.
Q. Do you submit the motion with your
recommendation or do you just forward
the motion without advising the Court as
to its disposition?
A. We just forward the Order. For instance Judge Belson is the Civil Motions
Judge right now - the Civil Calendar Control Judge. He comes down and we go
over the individual jackets with the Order
and discuss them, so that he knows what
he's signing. Other judges prefer not to
come down here, so we just drop off the
jackets with the Orders attached for them
to take a look at. Once the Orders are
signed, we send out copies of them to
counsel. We also answer a lot of different
- -iestions about civil procedure. Right befor~ you carne !had a question about how
to interplead a party-whether
it's done
by motion, or by pleading, and if so, how
it .shou~d be ~aptioned. We generally deal
with things like that. Or we answer questions like how many days do I have to file
an order to amend a judgment, or file a
m?tion for a ~ew tria,1. Anything you can
think of, I th.mk we ve been asked. Because I deal WIth the Rules every day, I've
become pretty familiar with them. I get a
lot of ph.one calls from people. There are
many things that aren't written down in
the Rules but are just local practice and
.custo,m, so I .have to let people kn?w
what s not wntten. I should also p~mt
out that I have two law students working
for me - usually for two hours a. week,
and I usual~y h~ve two ~f them. I have
!hem do primarily a review of the case
Ja~ket, ?rders that are submitted, and.
t~mgs like t.h~t. But .they do the same
kind of decision-making that I do, although they are under my supervision.
Q. SO you have a staff.of attorneys and
law students that work WIth you?
A. I h~ve one a~torney who works for
me half time ~nd ng~t now I have one law
student who ISworking ten hours a week
this semester In fact I'd Iik t f d
ther law student to ~ork wi~h 0 I~h.anomester. It's a reall reat 0 me .ISsefind out about lo~aglpract~portuhDlty hto
Ice, w 0 t e
good attorneys are and what ki d
f
things to look for 'I think it
~n s ~
practice of law a ~hole lot les~; .e~/ e
ing and a lot more reassurin to rIg endent. It's also a first oppor~un.t ;w ~tustudents to really understand \~ha~r ci~~
procedure is all about.
Q. How much discretion do you have i
allowing flexibility in otherw'
.. ~
rules of procedure?
Ise ngl
A.The
Rules are not alI th t " d
They're open to a great numberaof ~Igtl.
.
10 erpretatlOns.
I'm bound by the Rules'
I
don't make brand new Rules B t 'h
. ute
F ed era I Rules, which the 0 C' R I
. . u es are
~atterned after, have some big holes For
mstance, I was talking about th :
·
e mterp Iea d er questIon earlier: now it's not clear
how t~e drafters of the Federal Rules
really mtended people to join parties. The
attor.n7y and I sit down with the treatises
on CIVilprocedure and try to figure out
~hat the~ meant. The same is true with
mterventlOn. Some things are'
t
JUS out
not
c Ia~. So. I do the best I can to figure
along WIth the attorney, what they
But I'm ~ound by the Rules, just like
'yers and Ju~ges are.
fI you .fmd it difficult to deal with attome.ys with whom you went t
h
•. , ."V
,
.
osc ool?

A. No. Not. al all. Som~times th~Y're a.
whole lot easier to deal WIth. I don t even
get that .many attorneys that I went to
sch~ol WIth. I have ~en.ewed some old acqual.ntenc.es. Most l'!1portant, ~hen I'm
dealing WIth pe~ple, It helps me If they've
read the Rul7s first so ~hat we have some
common baSISfrom which to proceed.
Q. Hopefully they would have.
A. Well, so~etlm~s they don't. I. know
they are sometimes 10 a hurry. But It realIy can save both of us a lot of time if
they've read them first.
Q. Do you have any impression about
how Judge Moultr~e. has. effected the
management or administration of the Superior Court?
A. It is really hard for me to say because
I am middle management. I do think that
everyone is trying a little harder to be efficient because of the orientation on management right now. That is Judge Moultrie's emphasis. He is meeting regularly
with the division heads and we get infermati on passed to us about whatever practices and procedures Judge Moultrie has
instituted. Judge Belson is now the judge
in charge of the Civil Division. He is trying to get lawyers down to preliminary
matters half an hour before the morning
call of the motions calendar. Hopefully
this will speed the calendar along. Everybody is concerned - and Judge Belson always has been - about making sure the
trial calendar is moving along smoothly.
Insofar as this office affects whether or
not a case goes to trial, we have to work
with the trial calendar in mind. I think
that Judge Moultrie is trying to get this
Court to be management-oriented. He is
thinking about computers and is looking'
at differet management techniques for;'
more efficient operation of the court.
Q. What effect has the new courthouse
had?
A. Well, personally, I finally have a priva.te office! In the old Pension Building"
things were really crowded. Now we have'
fewer people dropping in to ask us where.
the dockets are, or where the ladies rest-',
rooms are, or where the U.S. Attorney's
office is., etc. There was a lot more foot ';
traffic there than there is here. Because
we were also filing motions in the office
in the Pension Building, we were asked to
screen the motions. Motions are not filed
in this office now; they are filed outside in
the clerk's office which also takes care of
the screening functions. The people whe
come b k h
. .
.
"
ac
ere to the CIVIl Motions offlc~ ~III have a reason to come back. The
bUlldm~ as a whole is wonderful. The
cafeteria has been a real time saver. It
used to b
II'
.
e rea y mconvernent to have to
~alk out to lunch. Plus, the building is
Just very beautiful. We are still settling
and are not completely adjusted yet and.
who knows, maybe it will take six months
to a ye~r to fe:1 settled. Most beneficial
for us IS the pnvac~ factor. There is not
th: ~assle ~f runnmg from building to
bUlldl~g trymg to locate files and then
scurrymg to another building to get to the
proper court. That really helps.
Q. I've heard the term "civil motions
pract'"Ice b an d'Ied a b out before. Do vou
know what this term is all about?
A "C"I
.
.
IVI motions practice" probably
ref
t "1
.
. e~s. 0 ~IVI motIOns being the key to dVIIIIttgatlOn. Many cases are won or lost
based
h
.
.
on t e motIOns. If you understand
the ~ules then you make them work for
you ~f.you o~an. You can get everything
by .clvll motion. Once you file a complamt, you ca?- ask for a more complete
answer, ~ motl?n to compel. Then if you
get the nght kmd of answers you move
f or ~ motIOn
. for summary judgment. You
won t even have to go to trial - you can
t~ke care .of it right here with your motlOn. MotIons practice is a really important part of civil practice. Unless a lawyer
'
(continued on page five)
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It Has Been Decided
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Recent Judicial Opinions of Interest

by David Bane

held in their decision to discharg a
professor when he refused to
Electronic Eavesdropping
-spouses
cease his practice of reading aloud
A private investigator with the from the Bible at the beginning of
aid of wiretapping and ~Iectronic each of his classes.
Lynch v. Indiana State Univereavesdropping equipment actually intercepted or endeav~red to sity Bd. of Trustees (lnd Spp.)
intercept conversations between 378b N.E. 2d 900.
spouses of the clients and third
parties. In most instances, the Burial-PBBinterception occurred with the Contaminated Cattle
Environmentalists'
fears of
knowledge and consent and sometimes the assistance of the client contamination were not cured by
this decision that cattle destroyed
spouse within the home.
(PBB) polybrominated
18 U.S.C. 2511(1) of the Omni- after
bus Crime Control and safe biphenyl contamination could be
Streets Act prohibits interception disposed of in a burial pit lined
of wire or oral communications. with 20 feet of clay.
Oscoda Chapter of PBB Action
The defendant detective argues
that the statute does not apply to Committee, Inc v. Department of
interceptions by spouses within Natural Resources Mich. 268
the marital home and that he N.W. 2d 240.
shared in the spouses immunity.
The Seventh Circuit did not agree Trial-Skull Capand affirmed the ruling that the Religious freedom
A trial judge was overruled on
snoop was not protected.
CA 7 U.S. vs. Rizzo, 9/1/78 his decision to require defendant,
a devout Jew, to remove his skull
USLW 47 LW 2182 9/26/78
cap before the jury entered or be
excluded
from the court room.
Animals-"First Bit"
This choice prevented defendant's
doctrine
A motorcyclist claimed that he free exercise of his religious.faith.
was injured when his bike collided Any potential prejudice to a fair
with a dog. The court followed trail could have been averted
the "first bite" fule, under which through the voir dire and jury
the dog's owner was excused from .instructions.
Close-It Enterprises, Inc. v.
liability for damage where there
was no showing of any prior Weinberger (N.Y. App.) 407 N.
knowledge of the animal's pro- YS 3d 587
pensity to do harm.
.
Turver
v,
Irvin.
App.) 246S.E. 2d 127.
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Current Cases

(Ga.

Bible Reading
The Board of Trustees of
Indiana State University was up-

federal judges to issue warrants
for installing listening devices.
Absent other specific statutory
authorization,
judges cannot
empower law enforcement officers to perform break-ins to effect
.installation.
(CA 6) U.S. v, Finazzo.
8/28/7847 LW 21639-19-78
Church of Scientology
As a corporation, the Church
of Scientology of California did
not have standing to assert First
Amendment rights to freedom of
religion. There was no need for a
corporation
to protect rights
which could be asserted by individual members of the organization.
Church of Scientology of California v. Cazares (M.D. Fla.) NO
76-86 Civ. T-K Aug. 15, 1978
Federal Case News V.l NO 34 p.
21 Sept. 8,1978
Mann Act-Political
"Bedfellows"
Defendant claimed that his
intention was only to book dancers for "private parties during the
legislative session." Nevertheless,
the evidence firmly supported his
Mann Act conviction for persuading Minnesota streetwalkers to
travel to Pierre, South Dakota to
participate in the 1977 session of
South Dakota Legislature.
U.S. v. Drury, (CA*8) NO. 781131 Sept. 5, 1978, Federal Case
News. Vol.' I NO. 35 p. 4 Sept.
15,1978

Judge authorized Electronic
Eavesdropping-breakins
Title III of Omnibus Crime
Control and Safe Streets Act of
1968, 18 \:JSC251O-2520, permits

'I

Search-auto

A warrantless search of a locked and. abandoned vehicle by an
FBI agent violated the search arid

seizure restrictions of the Fourth
Amendment. Thus, a safe deposit
key found in the car could not -cians doing the same type ofwork
support the warrant to search the in the vicinity. Since the witness
box in which evidence was found had not practiced his profession
which connected defendant with a in Utah, he could not testify as to
the standard of care required of a
bank robbery .
U.S. v . Steadman (EDTenn) doctor practicing there ..
The Utah Supreme Court disNO. CR 2-78-1 March 29, 1978,
Federal Case News Vol. I. No. 35 agreed with the trial court's strict
adherence to the "local communp.22Sept. 15, 1978
ity" standard and ruled that the
surgeon should have been perInventory search of
mitted to testify. The court assertimpounded auto
Police were not justified to ed that the past case holdingsd
open .a closed flight bag and were proper at the time they were
inventory its contents in the made but that at present, there is
course of a legitimate inventory no reason that. doctors in Salt
search of an impounded auto. Lake City who profess to be
The court noted that the purpose experts in a field of surgery.
of the inventory search was to should not be held to the standard
protect police from charges of of care exercised by experts in the
theft and that the state's purpose same field in cities of comparable
would have been better served if size and throughout the medical
the police had merely sealed the profession.
flight bag.
The dissent chided the majority
US. v. Hill, (DCDC) No. 77- for-replacing the "local commun720 July 10, 1978, Federal Case ity" rule with the national standNews Vol. I No. 35, p. 22, Sept. ard which dictates that "a Pickleville, Utah or a Tennessee moun15,1978
tain doctor who, administering to
the sick as best he can with the
Malpractlce-s-Utah
The doctors
performed
a tools he has, must be equated with
myelogram on the patient and, the competence and ability of the
thereafter, a lumbar decompres- physician at Mayo's or at Harsion laminectomy. The patient's vard Medical School. This surely
condition worsened, allegedly due will result in neglect of the maimto improper and negligent proce- ed, sick, and poor.people not only
dures in connection with the resident in the hinterlands, but
operation. The patient's expert those in' 'small cities and other
witness, a neurosurgeon from Los places, because of the indisposi- .
Angeles was not allowed to testify tion of medical men to undertake
as the trial court followed I pre- operations beyond the tooth-pullvious case law in Utah which set ing or broken leg level."
Utah Supreme Court Swan v.
the standard of care required as
that standard of care of physi- Lamp. 8/16/7847 LW 21709-1978

FOCU~
ON
.
..
Jane Lamb
President,Y oung Lawyers Section, D.C. Bar
(from page four)
is familiar with the Rules, especially a
motion rule, he or she will be out on his
ear. And that sometimes happens. I think
most lawyers in town are really aware
that civil motions practice is very critical.
Q. There has been a lot fo criticism of
the time that it takes for motions to be
processed or set for hearing. Can you
identify the source of this problem?
A. It is essentially a staffing problem.
We receive a lot of motions and we deal
with a large number of cases. We get motions for default judgments; we get motions to compel answers to interrogatories. We go in and check both files and
dockets for those documents, or answers
to the complaints, with docket files in Jim
Dawson's office. If they're backed up because they are understaffed it takes us
longer to look up these documents. We
have an incredibly high volume of work.
There is an average of between a thousand and eleven hundred pieces of pap~r
filed in this office every month. That IS
over fifty documents to keep track of
every single day. Just keeping track of all
that is a monumental job. I don't know
that increasing staff is reall.y the ~nswer.
Ware
certainly exploring different
th~ngs. As I said, getting back here a:-vay
from the foot traffic and the que~tlO~s
has helped. We have ~educed the time It
takes to process a motion af~er the opposition has been filed. Also right now, .we
are fiving priority, all other things being

equal, to cases with early trial dates, because if these motions aren't disposed of
then the trial calendar doesn't work. But
we don't ignore the rest of the motions.
We try to expedite them. It's a real problem. I would be less than candid if I said
otherwise. I don't know if the solution is
to have some kind of computer system.
Ideally, if we had a computer working, no
one would have to walk in with dockets or
look for papers. Either they owuld all be
here or we would push a magic button
and see on the computer screen that, yes,
answers to the interrogatories were filed,
etc. That would save approximately two
days. 1don't know enough about the budget to say, but I don't think having computers is a terribly realistic possibility in
the near future. I hope I am wrong.
Q. Have you ever experienced any special treatment, either positive or negative,
by virtue of the fact that you are a woman?
A. When I first started, I got tired of attorneys cal1ing me "dear." I don't see
myself as a radical feminist. I just believe
in everybody getting an equal shake no
matter what, whether male or female. But
I didn't like being called "dear" or
"dearie" by somebody. That hasn't happened for a really long time. I don't think
it really happened after the first few
weeks. As far as special treatment goes, I
don't really think so. I don't see any special benefits. I don't feel especially discriminated against. I feel that everybody
gets a fairly equal shake. Everybody has a

hard time getting things done sometimes
or getting extra personnel, increased wages, things like that. But that is not peculiar to me; that is a problem everybody
has.
Q. Have you ever had to make a tradeoff between femininity and professionalism?
A. I don't think so. My impression of
myself dealing with the lawyers is that I
am pretty businesslike, unless I know
them pretty well. I think it is possible to
combine the two. 1 don't think there has
to be a trade-off. I can joke around with
attorneys and still be professional.
Q. As Civil Motions Commissioner or
as the chairperson of the Young Lawyers
Section, what advice would you give to a
. third year student about to graduate from
law school?
A. I would say definitely come join the
Young Lawyers! I think it is an experience to meet people professionally; you
won't feel quite so alone as a young professional. It is a chance to expand horizons beyond just your law firm. It is an
opportunity to make some kind of contribution and you don't have to be out of
law school for Years and years and years
in order to make this contribution. We always need people to work. If we don't
have a committee that meets your needs
we certainly are wil1ing to consider starting one. Another word of advice for third
year law students: I would say that if they
are job hunting, it is probably important
to work with people that they will enjoy

working for and with. An opportunity
which will provide experience in learning
and growth and perfection is also important, but relations with the people that
they work for and with is the primary
thing to look for.
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In Between the Sheets
To continue . . . The committee (or subcommittee)
may call for Hearings. where
interested parties will testify
This is the second of a series of
on various points of the bill.
articles where I answer, in print,
The transcript of the hearsome of the question I've been
ings mayor may not be pubasked at the third floor desk (and
lished (although for imother points in and around the
portant legislation they just
law library). All answers can be
about always are).
found in between the sheets of
After all the rigamarole (sorry
paper of a variety of legal
for the legalese), .the committee
research tools.
may vote to report the bill out. Be
Q. Jim ...
aware of the fact that the text of
A. Call me Mr. Heller.
Q. OK. Jim, I've got this the biIl may now be quite different from the original. There.problem ...
fore, the Reported Print. 'or the
A. I know a good dermatologist
text of the bill at the time it's
Q. No, it's not that. You see, reported out of the committee,
I've got to do a legislative may differ considerably from the
history on a bill, and I don't
Introduced Print. or the form as
even know where to begin. In initially introduced by a Confact, I'm not even sure what
gressman.
a legislative history is.
",
After being reported out of the
A. A legislative history is, ill,',c!lmmittee, the bill goes to the
brief, those Congressional;' floor of that house of Congress to
materials that concern a pal"r:'be'voted on by the whole body. If
ticular piece of legislation:'" passed, it is now called an Act. At
Included are documents and
this point, the Act is forwarded to
reports published by .Conthe other house of Congress to be
gressional committees and
voted on there. The same process
subcommittees and hearings
occurs over again-the bill will be
held by Congressional com- assigned to a committee, there
mittees or subcommittees.
may be hearings, etc., etc.
Although some people do not
When the bill returns from the
consider the debates which committee, it may differ from the
occur on the floor of Con- Act as introduced by the other
gress as technically part of a house., Nevertheless, the bill is
legislative history, they are voted on in the form in which it is
often very valuable in deterreported out of the committee.
mining legislative intent and
If the bill as passed by this
clarifying the finer points of second house is identical to the
proposed legislation.
Act passed by the first house, it
Q. OK, Jim. The question now
will be forwarded to the President
is now do I do a legislative for his signature. However, if the
history?
text differs, the differences must
A. Before
I answer
that
be resolved, for both houses of
question, leg me briefly out- Congress must agree to the same
line the evolution of a law. language of a bill for it to be sent
Although the president may to the President.
submit proposals for a law
The differences between the
(eg., Carter's energy legisla- two houses may be debated on the
tion), proposed legislation
floor in a joint meeting of both
must be introduced by a houses. Altertively, the matter
member of Congress in the will go to a Conference Comform of a Bill. Upon in- mittee, where members from both
troduction, the bill is given a houses try to agree on a final
number (eg., S. 186 or H.R., ,JpLm f()r,)he bill. Reports that
1246). Be aware of the fact" ",~m!lnate,~i from the conference
that a bill must be enacted r':¢AIl1mj~f~~;arecalled, surprisingly
-into law by the end of the. enough, Conference Reports.
Congress in which it is in- :', When thC'two houses finally agree
troduced. This is what is " po, the same version, it is printed
meant by the term that a biil as a Final.Print. This is the form
"dies" at the end of a Con- in which the bill goes to the Pres igress. So, a bill introduced
dent, and, if approved, the form
during the 95th Congress
in which it appears in the Statutes
must be enacted· into law by at Large.
the end of that Congress. If Q., Gee, Jim, you really know
not, it must be reintroduced.
your shot. Did you ace 7th
during the 96th, at which
grade civics?
time it would be given a A. No. I know it so well because
brand new bill number.
I had to take the course three
After the bill is introduced
times.
on the floor of Congress, it Q Now my question is, how do
will be referred toa comI 'get hold of these reports,
rnittee. The committee may
etc.
,
refuse to consider the bill. If A., I'm' glad you, asked that
this happens, the bill dies
_question. There are a variety
right there. However, if the
of sources which may be used
committee' chooses to conto trace legislation. First, let
sider the bill, itwill be placed
me tell you about the Serial
on 'the committee Calendar.'
Set.
At this time, the bill may be
The
reports
and
assigned to a subcommittee
documents of Congress are
of the committee.
complied in what is called the
Q. This is pretty easy so far;
Serial Set, which comprises
what's the big deal?
thousands upon thousands of
A. There is no big deal really.
volumes of books., Each,
But let me go on, whipbook has a serial number, the
persnapper.
'numbers
running consecuQ. Don't use that sophisticated
tively beginning with the 15th
Congressional term on me.
Congress (1817). The first 14
By Jim Heller, Associate
Law Librarian

."'1# ••,.

_

A.

tive history materials and
Congresses were not as- Q. OK. Now my questions is
trace
the
progress
of
how
do
I
find
out
about
these
sembled in book form. A set
proposed legislation.
documents in the first place?
of volumes known as the
The most important one is
I mean, how do I discover
American State Papers conCIS INDEX/ABSTRACTS
what I need?
tains reprints of the publica(CIS. stands for the Contions of these first 14 Con- A. What you really want is a
gressional
Information
bibliography of materials in
gresses.
Service). CIS is the source
the serial set. There are a
Q. So, reports and documents
variety of sources which
for getting congressional
from the 15th Congress
must be consulted to find
materials since 1970. The
onward are contained in the
what reports and documents:
Index volumes- are arranged
Serial Set, which begins with
are necessary to compile a
by subjects, titles, and bill
volume I and numbers in the
legislative history.
numbers, among other headthousands today. How are
A book called the Descripings. The Abstract volumes
the American State Papers
tive Catalogue
of
the
give a short annotation on
numbered?
Government Publications of
each item, which enables you
A. These early documents were
the United States by Ben P.
to determine whether or not
given a special series of
Poore is used to access
that document is really renumbers-Ol
to 038. Now,
publications for the years
be careful that you dislevant to your research
1774-1881. Items are listed
tinguish the report and docuneeds. The documents themchronologically, and, conment number from the Serial
selves are on microfiche. All
cededly, it can be a difficult
Set volume number.
CIS materials are located on
tool to to wade through.
Report
and document
the third floor of the library.
Poore does not. include the
numbers are sort of like bill
With CIS you do not need to
Serial Set number for the
members. That is, as each
know the Serial Set numbers
reports and documents in the
new Congress begins, the
of the reports and docuAmerican State Papers and
report
and
document
ments. CIS has its own
Serial Set. It is necessary to
numbers start from number
numbering system; which is
I. For example, a document
very simple to work.
consult the aforementioned
entitled "Message From ther :
Q. WeIl, Jim, I guess you've
"CHecklist" for those.
President Relative to Seleccovered all there is to know
John G. Ames Compretive Service Reform" was
about legislative histories.
hensive Index to the PublicaHouse Document 116 of the
You've
mentioned
every
tions of the United States
91st Congress, 1st Session. It
source that will help a person
Government.
1891-/893
is included in Serial Set
doa
complete legislative
covers the 47th through 52nd
volume 12850-2.
history. No stone is left
Congresses .. Ames also inQ. How can a presidential
unturned.
cludes the Serial Set number
message be a House Docufor congressional documents A. Not true, tidal basin breath.
ment?
There are many other sources
and reports so, for the years
A. Many
presidential
available. Three in particular
1891-93, it is unnecessary to
documents addressed to Conare great aids in tracing
consult the Checklist.
gress, including legislat on
legislation. They are the
The aforementioned Docurecommendations, are pubCCH Congressional Index
ment Catalogue is a bibliolished as House or Senate
(Commerce Clearing House)
graphy of government docuDocuments.
Congressional
looseleaf service and the
ments as well as a source for
Reports put out by CongresDigest of Public General
getting
the Serial
Set
sional committees deal, with
Bills and Resolutions, pubnumbers. It covers the years
either proposed legislation or
1893·1940.
"
lished by the Congressional
other matters that Congress
Research Service of the
The Monthly Catalog of
is investigating. Documents,
Library of Congress.
United States Government
on the other hand, are all
FinaIly, there is U.S. Code
Publications covers the years
other Congressional matters
Congressional
and Ad1895-·to date. It is the only
printed by Congress, as well
ministrative
News
general government docuas reports of the executive de(USCAAN), which has selecment accessing tool from
partments.
tive legislative histories from
1941 on. The Monthly Cata-:
1944 to the present.
log lists much more than
Time and space limitations
Congressional
documents
Q. This is getting a little more
do not permit
further
.and reports-it
is the most
complex. Question: How do
elaboration
at
this
point,
but
commonly
used
source
to
I get this Serials Set number?
the next session of "In
identify virtually all publicaA. There are three sources.
Between the Sheets'<sliould
tions of the U.S. governFirst, the Checklist of United
ment. The Monthly Catalog
have more information on
States Public Documents will
does not have Serial Set
point.
give you the Serial Set
numbers for documents and
numbers of documents and
reports. You should use the Q. One last question, Jim. You
reports of the first sixty ConDocument Catalogue and the
not only include fewer
gresses (1789-1909). A pubaforementioned
Numerical
humorous interludes in your
lication called the Document
Lists and Schedules to get
articles, but it seems that you
Catalog covers the 53rd
these numbers.
through the 76th Congress
steal most of your material
from certain well known
(1893-1940). The Numerial Q. SO that's it?
comedians. What do you
Lists and Schedules does the A. Well, not really. There are
some auxiliary sources which
have to say about that?
same from 1933 to the
can help you access legisla- A. Well, excu-u-use me
present.
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. Williams & Connolly Violates ntle VII
by Jim Sweeney

The law firm of Williams and
Connolly placed an ad in the
September 14 Hatchet which
"clearly violates Title VII of the
1964 Civil Rights Act and also the
D.C. Human Rights Act of
1977," according to Herman
Gardner, supervisor of the intake
branch (which determines the
jurisdiction of violations) of the
D.C. Office of Human Rights.
The ad, 'which asked for a
"pleasant and attractive young
woman" to work in the firm's
private dining hall, is "clearly
discriminatory,"
said Gardner.
"It is a clear violation of the
Federal statutes, and if a person
came in here to file a complaint
we'd take that charge against
Williams and Connolly."
David Povich, an attorney with
Williams and Connolly, when
informed of Gardner's
comments, said "If it violates the law,
I guess it does." Povich said that
discrimination was not the intent
of the ad: "Since we already had
a couple of men working in the
dining hall we figured we'd open
it to women ... Our intent was to
equalize our employment by
asking women if they wanted the
job. "
Povich also noted that a man
had applied for the job, and had
been hired.
Chris
Lamarca,
Hatchet's
business manager,
said that
Povich called her on September
24 and changed the wording of
the ad to "part time pleasant
person, " in response to what
Povich said was a complaint from
the Advocate about the ad.
Lamarca siad that the Hatchet
business office often doesn't take
a very close look at unclassified
ads because "they usually come in
on days when we are very busy
and we just don't have the time."
She added that while the unclassifieds,
which
are un-

profitable and are run, as a serVIce, aren't looke? at very
carefully, o~her ads m t~e paper
receive considerable s.crutmy.
. G~r~ne;r
s a id
that
discrimination b~sed ~n race
would create ~n immediate and
s7ve~e. r~actlOn,
but
that
discrimination
based on sex
andlor appearance doesn't seem
to bother people as much,
"although all of these areas are
just as strongly covered by the
law." He noted that the District
would prosecute an employer just
as strongly for sex discrimination
as
it would
for
racial
discrimination.
The D.C. Human Rights Act of
1977 forbids discrimination on
the basis of "race, color, religion,
national origin, sex, age, marital
status, personal
appearance,
sexual 'orientation,
family
responsibilities,
matriculation,
political 'affiliation,
physical
handicap, source of income, and
place of residence or business
(emphasis added)."
Gardner noted that this ad was
somewhat unusual, since sex
discrimination in employment ads
is usually against women, not
against men, although he said
that "we've been getting more of
these lately."
The one exception in employrnent
.discrirnination
is a
"bonafide
occupational
qualification," which means that
it can be proven that there is an
overwhelming reason to hire
someone of a particular personal
characteristic, such as sex or age.
This generally only applies to the
entertainment industry,' Gardner
noted, saying that "If you were
doing a documentary
about
.Eleanor Roosevelt you could
legally ask for a white woman to
, nl'tYher. "
He said that "We cannot
determine if there is a bona fide
occupational qualification just by
looking at this ad," but feltthat

there was little likelihood of th~re
being one.
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964 makes it unlawful for an
employer "to fail or refuse to
hire.v.any
individual, or otherwise to discriminate against any
individual. .. because
of such
individual's race, color, religion,

has informed our organization
that a Family Law Conference is
being held at Washington and Lee
University on October 21. If
anyone is interested in attending
that conference, please contact
Randi Edmond at 965-0692.
WRO's ERA task force, headed
by Kay Bushman, put on a letter
writing campaign to encourage
various senators to vote for the
bill granting an extension for passage of the ERA. Over five
hundred letters were signed at the
desk set up in Marvin Center.
Th~se letters were then hand
dehv~red to .~nable personal
lobbying. Additionally, several
WRO members were able to

any
preference,
limitation,
specification or distinction based
on the race, color, religion,
national origin, sex, age, marital
status,
personal
appearance,
sexual
orientation,
family
.responsibilities,
matriculation,
physical handicap - or political
affiliation of any individual."

!?!Abolish·Womeli?!?
A Modest Proposal
,

by Cynthia Charles
In the past few days, the
- Honorable
Senator R. Byrd
expended heroic energies to
ensure that only priority legislation was heard by his fellow,
al'::',Jst Senators. Labored Byrd
mightily to prevent that insignificant and perennial bit of rude
legislation (namely the E.R.A.)
from coming to the floor.
Thunder on the right and rumblings from the left broke in a
tempest over poor Byrd's head.
And so, this bothersome bit of
business which has nagged congressmen for half a century, like
fleas after a mongrel, has finally
been introduced. Therefore, I
wish to make a modest proposal:
First, women should be banned
from the political process. Dear
friends, do not look so horrified.
Rather, think of it as a purification,a
cleansing of the system
and a return to that golden era
when women trod three paces
behind her master.
No longer will such monstrousities of matriarchs as Bella
Abzug offend our discriminating
senses with formidible hats and
even more formidible frontsperhaps one should affronts. No
longer will the Millicent Fenwicks
temper tea with taxes. No longer
shall red-blooded Americans be
faced
with the calamitous
prospect of a 'woman presidentShirley Chisolm sent to the
knitting needles. Once more on

Women's Rights Organization
by Randi Edmond
The Women's Rights Organization is off to a good start this year
as many women have expressed
an interest in getting involved
with different activities. At our
last meeting, several people
volunteered to work on some exciting programs that are being
planned for this school year.
Presently, we are in the process
of establishing
a continuing
cooperation with women from
other law schools in the District
of Columbia. The George Washington
Women's
Rights
Organization will have at least
one member participating in this
DC W
's Law Coalition. At
th~ I~st ::::t~ng of the Law Coalition, the organizations decided to
pool resources. We plan to put
out a newsletter to advertise programs of interest. The newsletter
will come out every two weeks
and will be sent to law schools
and numerous women's organizations around the city.. Another
plan was discussed .for sending
members of the D.C. Women's
Law Coalition to Texas for thisyear's annual Women In The Law
Conference.
.
The president of American U~lI·
versity's Women's Law Collective

sex; or national origin."
Title II, Sec.211 (B), of the
D.C. Human Rights Act makes it
unlawful "To print or publish, or
cause to be printed or published,
any
notice
or
advertisement ... relating
to emp l oy m e nt
by
such
emplayer. .. unlawfully
indicating
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attend the emergency ERA rally
held on Tuesday, September 26.
The Senate recesses on October 14
and if the extension is not voted
on now, it is unlikely that the
Amendment will be ratified by the
present March i979 deadline.
However, even if the extension is
not passed, there is a bright note;
as wea stated at the rally, the
ERA will never just fade away.
Lastly,
another
Women's
Rights Organization meeting will
be held during the week ofOctober 9. Signs will soon be posted
giving specific information.
For more information call Kay
Bushman at 332-1183.

Secondly, women should ~e
Therefore, I humbly propose
banned
from the economic
that society return to a kindlier
process. The sheer gall of the era when women were as chattle. '
feminist
attempt
to usurp' Did not Neitschzedecline to leave
masculine positions has been' " room in his grandiose plan of a
unopposed. Nay! It has been superman, for a super cohort?
catered to. In' this new era, Indeed, has Lois Lane ever flown
women have moved from the faster than a speeding bullet or
bosses lap to taking his chair; leapt a tall building at a single
from
producing
babies
to .bound?
producing goods; from being
, With women once more in the
pregnant with child to .being household a more orderly and
pregnant
with ideas.
This . reasonable society would ensue.
amazonian progress must./be'::~St9res:in Georgetown would cater
ended immediately. To pre~,~l;ve.':·tP~thit more masculine, more
the integrity of our workforc·e,;1'~·,:;~s.~nsibl(.tastes-such as gunit in the public, private or militarY' '<snops. [Runaway inflation would
sector, I simply propose that the be cured. No more blowing the
bane of mankind be exorcised-I
weekly budget on a blouse. The
speak of woman.
oil crisis would be solved. With
Who else but woman, 'in her women pregnant and off their
different guises, has throughout
feet, the second car would not be
all eras brought travails upon
driven-think
of the energy
man? From the temptation by saved!
Eve to Adam of a wormy apple.
A new era of male dominance
To the loosing from Pandora's
w<iuld be ushered in. Some men
.chest (chest not breast) the evils of may drawback in- horror from
the world. To the thousand ships this mild proposition. There are
that were launched and lost for names fotthese womanish fellows
Helen beloved of Paris, and such as weak-sisters and fellowAgarnennon, . and Achilles, and
travelers. I have but one question
. .. Who was the scourge of for the faint-hearts 'who feel such
Britain but Bloodiest Mary? And respect for women, "Would you
, whom in declaring "Let them eat let your sister marry one?" If so,
:cake,': set loose the ravenous
the Gay People's Alliance should
'hordes that devoured the French be contacted.
Monarchy, but M. Antoinette?

Faculty Meeting
from page two
havea minimum of forty hours of
discussion, Professor Robinson's'
graded credit here at the time
!'proposal' passed, but not by
the selection is made. At the same' cluch.'"
time it eliminates possible uno' '. 'Finally,
the
faculty
fairness attendant upon com- unanimously approved emeritus
parison of overall G.W. records
status for Dean Kirkpatrick and
of students who spent the first
Dean Kramer.
year here, without the possibility
Dean
Kirkpatrick,
of selection of courses or sections,
who had eye surgery last week; is
with students whose G. W. records
at
Washington
consist almost entirely of elective recovering
courses and sections. After much Hospital Center and will be home
shortly.
animated
and
vigorous

~~a(

Cafe Hollywood & Vine
Flaming Charcoal Broil N.Y.
Strip Steak on French Bread

.' $1.89
Served with French sauce, onions
HotPeppers
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20061 SI. N.W. 296·3473
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The Enduring Battle For Decriminalization

by John Lambert
mended that possession of small
caught with more than one
The remoteness of most mari- quantities should not be a crime.
pound, he could wind up with
juana arrests for many of us Their report was published in
$500 and up to one year. None of
makes it increasingly difficult to March 1972. Their conclusion did
the states have encouraged the
be seriously concerned about the not appear to be amenable to Mr.
sale of marijuana aor really deneed for marijuana law reform. Nixon in that election year. The criminalized selling. Only possesYet there are still cases of such ex- Commission's report did lend a sion has been affected.
traordinary outrageousness and great deal of credibility to the efGenerally the legislative branperhaps cruelty that their facts
should prod a response from even
the dullest of us. Evelyn Wilson
of Greenfield, Mo. is now serving
a five year sentence for splitting a
$15 ounce with her boyfriend-narcotic agent. It was this "criminal's" first offense. Equally disturbing is the display of energy by
the Greenfield police in catching
these dangerous "criminals." Undercover agens for $7.50 worth of
marijuana!
A Harris poll from this year estimated that about 33.5 million
people over the age of 18 have
tried some form of marijuana.
It's anybody's guess as to how
many under 18 smoke. This does
not mean that that many still
smoke but it is indicative of just
how pervasive the plant is. Still
only eleven states have responded
to this fact and generally it was a
long arduous task for them to,
achieve some form of decriminalization.
The criminalization of marijuana began with New York in
1927 and by 1937 every state had
a similar law, defining marijuana
as a narcotic with very severe
penalties. Congress confirmed
this trend in 1937 with the Uniform Narcotics Act. During the forts of the reformers and may ches have lead the way for defifties, Congress passed various
have been the first federal recog- criminalization with two notable
otheracts and amendments with nition that the use of marijuana
exceptions. After Alaska passed
the consequence of even stiffer was here for some time and that its decrirn bill in 1975, The Alaska
penalties. Then there was the in- the present punitive system was Supreme Court unanimously held
famous sixties' when marijuana
failing as a deterrent. The Com- that it was within the individual's
moved from the ghetto to the sub- mossion did not presuppose that right to privacy to grow and
urbs and quasi-respectability.
marijuana
was harmless but smoke marijuana. It is now legal
Searching for a cause-effect rela- sought only to decriminalize its to grow, smoke, and give away
tion between whites smoking and
use.
marijuana privately in Alaska.
Congress' move to reduce penalThe process of decriminalizaties can only be speculative, but in tion then moved to the state for1970 Congress passed the Conurn, first with Oregon in 1973.
trolled Substances Act by which Possession of up to one ounce
possession of any drug became a could incur a maximum fine of
Despite NORML's efforts, the
misdemeanor instead of a felony.
$100 and was only a civil offense.
U.S.-supported
program
of
The Controlled Substances Act That same year Texas, notorious
spraying paraquat on Mexican
defined marijuana as a marcotic
for stiff sentencing, reduced posmarijuana
fields
continues.
and placed the plant and deriva-v.rsessiori from a felony with possilaboratories
have
tives in Schedule I; drugs with a''', ble life sentence to a maximum six Testing
reported that up to one third of
high potential for abuse and nO,'monthS.
A resentencing option
the marijuana in the U.S. is con'currently accepted medical use.
for previous offenders was struck
The drugs of Schedule I also lack- down but a parole program was taminated.
Paraquat is one of the world's
ed an accepted standard of safety .finally implemented.
most deadly substances. Federal
for medical use. Heroin is also in
The bill passed in Oregon
regulations prohibit levels above
Schedule L Penalty wise, the Act
served as a model for other states:
.05 parts per million on crops for
reflected great leniency, even Alaska 1975, Maine '76, Minnegenerosity, relative to previous
sota '76, Mississippi '77, and Ne- human consumption. Yet, levels
penalties, Maximum penalty for
braska '78, all kept similar fines of paraquat on marijuana have
possession under one ounce could
for similar amounts for posses- been found at more than 45,000
earn up to one year and a maxision and all classified the offense' times that amount.
Numerous home test kits have
mum fine' of $5000. First offenas a civil one. In California '76,
entered the market over the last
ders could be placed on conditionOhio '75, and North Carolina
al probation where, if they be'77, possession is a minor misde- several weeks. None appears to be'
haved well, the charges would be
meanor with the possibility of no either reliable or accurate enough
consumers,
and
dismissed. This initiative on the
criminal record. Maximum fine is to protect
NORML does not recommend
Federal level spread to many of
$100. It should be noted that Ohio
the states. Presently only Nevada .allows a healthy 100 grams or any of them. Some of the kits are
clearly dangerous and, if used intreats possession of a, small
about 3 Y2 ounces. For both
correctly, could ignite or explode.
amount of marijuana as a felony
Colorado '75 and post-RockefelIn conjunction
with
inwith a possible six year sentence.
ler New York '77, the offense is
dependent laboratories, NORML
In Arizona, the prosecutor may
only a petty one or a simple violachoose to charge the suspect with
tion with no criminal record and a is evaluating the more sophiseither a misdemeanor or a felony.
$100 fine . .Only Mississippi of all ticated test kits, to determine if a
home test can be produced that is'
It could mean up to ten years if he
these states has a mandatory
reliable and effective, safe, simply
should opt for the felony.
minimum fine of $100 for the first
enough for an average person to
Perhaps equally important for
offense. Second and subsequent
use and reasonably inexpensive.
the long-range decriminalization
offenses are generally handled
Marijuana suspected of paraefforts was the National Commiswith stiffer penalties. Nebraska,
quat contamination should be
sion on Marijuana and Drug
the most recent state to decrimiAbuse. A thirteen, non-partisan
nalize has $200 and up to five 'analyzed before it's consumed.
An anonymous test can be made
group headed by Nixon-appointee
days in jail for under one ounce
by sending a one-gram sample
Raymond Shafer, the Shafer
and $300 and seven days for third
Commission unanimously recorn- time offenders. If one should be (about one joint) wrapped in

made it possible for marijuana to
be prescribed for medical applications. In New Mexico, the fight
was led by lung-cancer victim
Lynn Pierson who demonstrat4d
the anti-emetic effects of the
drug. Here in Washington .D.C.
Bob Randall, who has acute glaucoma, receives eight tightly rolled
joints a day in a plastic jar with a
child-proof bottle cap from a
government pharmacy. He is considered an experiment. He believes that the drug helps to relievethe pressure on his eyeballs
from the imbalance of ocular
, fluid. The touching irony of the
story is that the Controlled Substances Act still places marijuana
in Schedule I, no known medical
purpose.
This irony is indicative of the
present activity of lack of, with
decriminalization on the federal
level. On August 2, 1977 President Carter sent a message to the
Congress asking for decriminalization. He referred to the report
of the Shafer Commission and '
pointed out that: "Penalties
against possession of a drug
should not be more damaging to
an individual than the use of the
drug itself." There has been soine
effort to reform the law but unfortunately, the most substantial
effort has been bied in with Bill S.
1437/H.R. 6869. This bill is Congress' attempt to completely rewrite the Federal Criminal Code.
It is expected that there will be a
number of political trade-offs and
that the decriminalization
of
marijuana may be lost in the shuffle. Regardless, the bill is presently tabled in the House Judiciary
Subcommittee on Criminal Law
and will certainly not be acted upon until the new Congress convenes next year. The next serious
federal response to reform will
have to come from federal courts.

The California ,Supreme Court,
April 1978 upheld the constitutionality of the 1976 decriminalization law which also called for
the eliminating of arrests and conviction records' of approximately
460,000
previous
offenders.
These individuals have been freed ,

from the onerous label of criminal.
Increasing tolerance for marijuana use is also exemplified with
recent .states and the 'federal
government beginning to recognize possible medical uses for the
drug. Beginning with New Mexico
in February 1978, Florida, Illinois, and Louisiana, all' have

Paraquat Contamination Continues
plastic, along with a made-up
identification number and cash or
a money order to one of the labs
listed below. Results are ready
usually within ,a week by calling
and using the LD. number.

Michigan Bio-Medical
2776 Flushing Road
Flint, MI 48504
(313)232-4153
7-digit J.D. number; $7.50; call in
5 days.

Street Pharmacology
P.O. Box 610233
N. Miami, FL 33161
(205) 446-3585
Initials of home state; 5-digit LD.
number' $5' call in one week.

Schoenfeld Labs
P.O. Box 8291
Albuqu., NM 87108
(505) 268-7026
Initials of home state; 7-digit I.D.
number; $7.50; call in 5 days.

Paraquat Victim
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Prof. $irulnik Teams With NORML'in Mari;uanaSuits
by Barbara Beck
NORML, the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws, has as its stated policy elimination of all criminal and
civil penalties for the private possession of marijuana for personal
use, the right of possession to encompass other acts incidental to
such possession, including cultivation and transportation for personal use, and the casual, nonprofit transfers of small amounts
of marijuana. This non-profit,
public interest group, supported
by more than 20,000 members, .
has taken an activist role in the
presentation of marijuana-related
issues through lobbying and litigation.
Eric Sirulnik, Professor of Law
and Director of Clinical Programs at the National Law Center, has joined forces with
NORML attorneys in two suits
which are currently pending in
federal court. When in 1973, the
NORML legal staff wanted to
add an academician to its litiga-.
tion team, it solicited the assistance of Professor Sirulnik, a
strong clinician with experience in
criminal law.
Since the proposed suit involved NORML's first attempt at
challenging judicial review of the
federal marijuana statute, a good
deal of planning and effort were
.devoted to achieving the most ef-

fective media coverage of the initiation of the suit. Professor Sirulnik tells of how the NORML
staff purposefully planned the filing of the complaint and a coincidental press conference to fall on
a Monday which is traditionally a
very "slow" news day in order to
assure maximum visibility of the
announcement. Ramsey Clark,
who is co-counsel on the case, had
flown down from New York especially to attend the press conference, which was held in the
banquet room of the Hotel Washington, in order to facilitate the
one-hundred or so news people
who were expected for the press
conference.
.Lighting, telephones, and danish and coffee were available in
force. Unfortunately two things
happened the night before which
had somewhat of a negative effect
on the counted-upon slow news
day, 1) the Vice President of the
United States, Spiro Agnew, resigned under threat of indictment;
and 2) EgyptInvaded Israel, thus
initiating the most recent middleEast war. Sirulnik chuckled as he
recalled greet a grand total of
three media representatives that
morning. The story did however
make the front page of the New
York Times.
NORML v. Griffin Bell; et 01.,
C.A. No. 1897-73, is an action
challenging .the constitutionality
of the Federal Controlled Sub-

Dedication

continued from page two

In Maryland, Montgomery County Police Chief Robert J.
diGrazia has recently become the center of local news attention
as a result of the series of drug raids which have been conducted
at area schools. Over one hundred high school and junior high
school students have been arrested for possession in Montgomery
County in the past two weeks. The crackdown is a serious and
determined committment by law enforcement officials to discourage this criminal violation by minors on state property.
Although diGrazia is cursed by a lot of students as well as school
officials, he often receives overwhelming praise from the parents
of the people arrested.
Drug use by juveniles is easily likely to become drug abuse and
should be rigidly controlled; but isn't it discrediting when under
the existing system of conflicting state laws, the same conduct is
regarded in one jurisdiction as a serious crime while it may be
legal across the state border, or even if illegal, commonly ignored
in law and in many circles has become a socially acceptable form
of behavior?
At present, the marijuana picture is riddled not only with the
irrational fervor of the advocates on either side of the question
but also by the striking inconsistencies which have arisen as the
generation who grew up in "the '60's" gradually have become
incorporated into "the establishment." Today, people who are
responsible for writing the law sometimes define themselves to be
criminals. In a recent study of marijuana use by members of
Congress conducted by the Playboy Foundation, the principle
benefactor of the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws, 26 of the 101 members of Congress who responded
to the survey admitted to having smoked pot.
These glaring contradictions render substantial damage to the
criminal justice system. Laws which are commonly ignored
promote disrespect for the legal system as a whole. They tend to
bring the law generally into disrepute and discredit the institutions which are responsible for implementing justice and protecting personal freedom. Law is no more than an institutional
codification of societally prescribed behavioral norms. When the
rules of behavior which are established do not correspond to prevailing notions of how responsible people should act, the policymakers and the organs of government which define those rules
suffer from their failure to ascertain what is, aside from the
tougher questions of what should be and what can be. Politicians
are all too slow to recognize the extent of the repercussions of
laws which are not obeyed on the judicial and legislative institutions upon which we all depend. Someday soon the decision of
whether a person may inhale the fumes of a particular variety of
burning weed will be a matter of individual discretion rather than
governmental prescription. Actually, it already i.sand has to be,
despite the presence of statutes such as those recited above. And
that's precisely the problem.
Copyright (c) 1978 Dana Dembrow

stances Act, 21 U.S.C. 801 et
seq., which makes it a criminal
offense for private possession and'
use of marijuana. Named as defendants in the suit are the two
federal officials then responsible
for the Act's enforcement, Attorney General Griffin Bell and Peter Bensinger of the Drug Enforcement Administration. Plaintiffs claim that the Act is violative
of three separate provisions of the
Constitution. The first allegation
is that current marijuana laws are
an unwarranted intrusion into the
private lives of American citizens
thereby encroaching upon the
right to privacy. Arguing that two
constitutionally-protected,
and
therefore fundamental, spheres of
privacy are involved - the privacy
of the home and the right to individual autono,y - plaintiffs urge
that the "compelling state interest" test be invoked by the Court.
Secondly, plaintiffs claim that
a conviction resulting in any criminal penalty for the private possession and use of marijuana constitutes cruel and unusual punishment in violation of the Eighth
Amendment. The rationale is that
private possession is not an act
which can constitutionally
be
made
crime because of the
evolving standard of decency and,
•further, that tederal laws are so
grossly excessive as to be unreasonably disproportionate to the
seriousness of the offenses.
The final claim is that the Controlled Substances Act denies
Equal Protection of the law on
dual fronts. Initially, the classification scheme of the Act erroneously groups marijuana with dissimilar, dangerous drugs such as
hallucinogens,
amphetamines,
and barbituates, whereas drugs
which are more dangerous than
marijuana, notably tobacco and
.alcohol, are not included in the
·Act nor prohibited by any other
law. This classification inequality
underpins the challenge to the
Statute as being irrational and arbitrary and therefore an invidious
discrimination.
And, secondly,
because the enforcement scheme
for marijuana possession "lends
itself to particularly selective or
discriminatory
administration,
... (it) predictably generates a disparate frequency of arbitrary
abuses of the police power." Empirical evidence has shown that
the enforcement of marijuana
laws is largely dependent upon the
race and status in society of the
user, causing harsher treatment to
Blacks
and other
minority
groups.
· This case will be heard before a
special three-judge Federal Court,
under the provisions of the Federal Declaratory Relief Act,· 28
U.S.C. 2284. Three judge courts
having been abolished pursuant
to Congressional legislation, this
suit is one of the last ones to be
brought before such a tribunal in
the District of Columbia. There is
a direct right of appeal to the Supreme Court from a judgment in
this Court.
Oral argument will be heard in
November before U.S. Circuit
Judge Tamm, and U.S. District
Judges Parker and Robinson.
Professor Sirulnik has responsibility for the development of the
equal protection argument, and
will argue this position before the
Court. Co-counsel in the case are
Ramsey Clark, former U.S. Attorney General and Peter Meyers

a

Prof. Eric Sirulnik discusses a trial brief.
and Keith Stroup of NORML.

ded that, notwithstanding the
criminal status of marijuana
.usage, a large sector of the popu-

When asked to speculate on the
success of this argument, Professor Sirulnik commented that tra- lace smokes or ingests now-conditionally, courts in this position
taminated marijuana,constitutend to back-out and say that the ting a very serious health hazard ..
problem falls within the legisla- Because effects of the Mexican
.tive arena, but he was hopeful the spraying operation are felt in the
Court here would face up to the U.S., plaintiffs maintained that
Constitutional issues before it.
NEP A should be applicable to
In March, 1978, a second suit U.S. actions which have an extrawas filed in which Professor Sir- territorial origin. As relief, Plainulnik
is also participating,
tiffs sought an injunction barring
NORML v. U.S. Department of U.S. involvement in herbicidal
an EIS has been
State, et 01., C ..A No. 78-1669, sprayingd until
did
.
I'
h'
prepare an eva uate .
InVO vmg t e spraymg of paraThe defendants maintained that
quat and other herbicides on
marijuana fields in Mexico. Parathe U.S. District Court has no
quat, one of the world's most tox- power to invoke its equitable
ic herbicides according to the powers for a program under the
EPA, is contaminating over 1/5 control and management of a for-.
of the marijuana currently in the eign government. They argued
U.S. (over 2,500 tons per year). additionally that NORML lacks'
The spraying operation was be- "clean hands" in seeking to have
gun in 1975 for the purposes of the court aid the illegal usage of
eliminating the big Mexican cash marijuana (there's no right to safe
-crops and has enjoyed U.S. en- . dope).
couragement and support in the
. The District Court found that
form of aircraft and technologi-, U.S. aid to the spraying program
cal assistance to the tune of $55 is a major federal action signifimillion in U.S. funds. In May.
cantly affecting the quality of the
1978 Sirulnik and Meyers and human environment within the
Stroup of NORML testified be- meaning of NEPA and that there
fore the Senate Foreign Relations' . had been non-compliance with
Subcommittee on International
EIS requirement, but refused to
Operations urging discontinuaissue an injunction. Judge Wadtion of U.S. involvment in the dy, who died a few weeks after
spraying operation. As a result of the hearing, cited two directly
that testimony a rider was attach- 'conflicting federal policies: the
ed to the Foreign Assistance Act -caution against "rushing blindly
of 1979, effective January 1, into" environmentally significant
1979, which will prevent U.S.
actions versus the deference tofunding of any herbicidal spraywards upholding the criminal
ing until such time as the presence laws. Strong overtones of foreign
of the chemical can be easily iden- policy were also considered. From
tified by ultimate users or is consi- the "particularized
analysis"
dered to be safe.
which the court employed, the
NORML plaintiffs alleged be- balance titled in favor of the crimfore the U.S. District Court that inal law, and the -injunction dethe government was violating the nied. Plaintiffs filed a notice of
law by failing to mandate an en- appeal in June, 1978, from thedevironmental impact statement on nial of injunction, and have since
the spraying of herbicides which filed appellate briefs with the
would ordinarily be required un- U.S. Court of Appeals.
der the National Environmental
Community Legal Clinic superimpact statement on the spraying vising attorney, Michael Zeldin,
of herbicides which would ordi- has also volunteered his time to
narily be required under the Na- assist on the paraquat appeal.
tional Environmental Policy Act
Professor Sirulnik will leave the
of 1969 (NEPA) where a "major . National Law Center in January
Federal action significantly af- for a semester-long sabbatical. He
fect(s) the quality of the human will sail to South America for
environment." Plaintiffs conten- purposes of research, reflection
and recreation.
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The Energy Cr;s;s and Nuclear Power:
An Answer or Another Problem?

by Harry Chernoff

While the assertions made in the accompanying articles are believed to be accurate, the articles themselves are deliberately incomplete, and, in a sense inaccurate. These articles are not designed to
present the most logical, most coherent
arguments for each side. What they are

designed to do is leave unanswered the
difficult rquestions posed by the other
side, usekphrasing that is factually correct but deliberately misleading, attemphto clarify strong issues while avoiding or obfuscating weak issues. In short
each article is designed to present the ar-

PRO

guments for and against nuclear powerin
precisely the same manner as each is presented by its proponents. As such, the
safety issue has been typically overplayed
by the anti-nuclear side and the need for
more and more power, in order to stave
off world wide economic collapse, has

been typically overplayed by the pronuclear side. And, of course, the economics
of coal and nuclear, which no one can understand anyway, has been left out.
If interest is shown in these articles,
subsequent articles dealing with whatever
topics are suggested, i.e. nuclear economics, breeders, solar, etc., will be offered.

CON

every homeowners policy exclude from
Picture an operating nuclear reactor. A
Scarcely a day goes by without a headof thousands of streams and lakes, to corcoverage acts of God, acts of war and acworkman, noticing a draft coming from a
line proclaiming either a defeat for the
rode rubber, metal and stone, to destroy
cidents at nuclear power plants? If the
small opening decides to investigate ....
anti-nuclear groups or a defeat for the
vegetation, and to keep respiratory wards
technology is so advanced, then why does
, with a candle. Then imagine the draft
pro-nuclear forces. It seems that stopping
busy in hospitals across the country. Yet,
a nuclear power plant's last line of desucking th4 flames into the opening and
construction of a nuclear power plant has
when anti-nuclear advocates are forced to
igniting the supposedly fire resistant wirfense repeatedly fail in computer simulabecome something of a game. Tragically,
suggest an alternative means of future
ing., The fire, spreading rapidly, knocks
tions? If nuclear containment is so good
it is one of the highest stakes games in hiselectric generating capacity, they saycoal,
out several of the main pumping circuits.
then why is the ground surrounding a vartory. The stakes are America's energy fuIt is true that at present rates of consumpThe plant's backup wiring, running, uniety of different types of nuclear related
ture. The participants range from The
tion American has a coal supply adequate
believably, along the same channel as the
facilities radioactive? In short, the answer
Clamshell Alliance to the Nuc!.eaLB.egula;:...,
....: to last hundreds of years. Then again,
primary wiring is knocked out as well.
is that nuclear is neither safe nor adtory Commission. The playing fieldstretgiven' the persistent problems associated
The plant's crucial pumping systems bevanced.
ches from one end of the country to the
with coal production: labor unrest, mine
gin to shut down. Workmen, bynow realHorror stories ranging from the comiother, with notable pointsof interest havsafety.Jand reclamation; water and transizing the gravity of the situation, scraming such unlikely names as Seabrook New
portation shortages, it is possible that
cal to the terrifying dot the history of
.ble the reaction. However, a nuclear reacHampshire and Oak Ridge Tennessee.
America' supply of coal could remain in
commercial nuclear power in this countor needs several days to cool down once
Not unexpectedly, the game is producing
place a good deal longer than anticipated.
try. Browns Ferry is merely the closest
it is scrambled, and the coolant water besome unwelcom victors. In Clamshell v.
The simple fact is that with or without
call in domestic conventional reactor hising supplied is not going to last that long.
tory. Other nations, notably England and
Seabrook the winner is certain to be
. the contribution from muclear, coal proA suggestion is made to evacuate the
the Soviet Union, have not been so lucky.
OPEC, while in OakRidge v, a multitude
duction is inadequate to meet America's
town. It is then discovered that plans to
Utilities, however, are rarely motivated
of unnamed parties the winner could well
future energy requirements. (Natural gas,
evacuate the town do not exist. A core
by safety. What utilities are motivated by
be France. France? More on that one la-both because of shortsighted regulatory'
meltdown, the worst possible disaster for
is economics. If a nuclear unit is economiter, first a bit of background.
policies and because of its highly desira nuclear reactor, is just waiting to hapcal it will be built, if it is uneconomical it
Commercial nuclear power in this
able combustion characteristics is too valwill not be built. That much said, and
country began a little more than 20 years
uable to serve as a boiler fuel. Oil, be- . pen. Then, as time is running oout, an
auxiliary pump, not designed for the role
conceding that in some parts of the counago. At that time it was literally a ward of
cause of the OPEC cartel is similarly
try. nuclear power is generated as cheaply
the state. It was not proven, it was not
ruled out. Hydry has nearly reached its )" it is being asked to perform, is made operas coal, consider the inconsistency of the '
economical arid-it was not needed., The
full potential. Only coal and nuclear are ',ationa!. The pump is able to keep-the reactor barely ahed of the meltdown stage.
following: 1. Utilities across the country
assumption all along was that it would be
left.) It is thus imperative that nuclear be
The town, and several thousand lives are
are increasingly concerned about having
proven, it would become economical and
permitted to develop to its full potential.
saved.
sufficient capacity to meet the demands'
it would be needed,
Were it not for regulatory delays, a hallSounds like a great plot for a disaster
they project for the 1980's. 2. Utilities
-It is now 1978. Cheap energy is gone; if
mark of nuclear construction in this
movie, doesn't it? If you are interested,
across the country insist that nuclear units
not forever, then for at least our generacountry, nuclear would be able to fully
send inquiries to The Tennessee Valley
tic .1. Nuclear power has been proven. It is
contribute to America's energy future ..
are as economical as and as efficient as, if
Authority and mention the name Browns
economical and it is needed, yet it is subNuclear has proven itself to be both relianot more efficient than, comparable coal
Ferry. TV A already has the script worked
[ect to restraints no other industry would
ble and economical. It has compiled the
fired units. 3. Utilities across the country
'out in detail. It was the most critical pertolerate. It is being prevented from fully
most enviable safety record of any indushave, for the past four years, delayed, deiod in American reactor history. Somecontributing to America's energy future.
try in history. Nuclear has performed alferred or cancelled a large majority of
time later, officials of the plant insisted
Why?
most flawlessly (or 20 years, yet it is subproposed nuclear capacity. New nuclear
that there was never any danger. They
The claim is that nuclear is uneconomiject to the most inefficient, redundant,
projects are nonexistent. Why? The anhad everything under control. Few obsercal, yet in most of, the country nuclear
and time consuming licensing procedure
swer is that while some existing nuclear
vers, if any, agreed.
'
generated power is as cheap. as, if not
imaginable. It literally requires several
units are competitive with coal, future
What could have happened? The term
cheaper than, power supplie&bf~Qal, oil
years of hearings to license a nuclear faunits almost certainly willnot be. To hear
meltdown was used. A meltdown, the
or gas.
'):.: cility. Add to the several years of routine
the utilities tell their tale of woe, nuclear's
worst possible accident, occurs when an
The claims is that nuclear is unsafe, yet
licensing procedure a few more years of
decline is due almost entirely to regulaoperating reactor is left without a 'coola nuclear accident has never claimed a life'
regulatory delays, regulatory
design
tory bungling, unnecessary hearings, liant. (In the U.S. that means the supply of
in this country, a nuclear reactor has nechanges and the like and a plant can occucensing investigations and the like. Unwater is cut off. Other reactors in other
ver, and will never pollute the air, and a
py 11 years of a utility's time before it be, fortunately, it is not that simple. Nuclear
nations use different coolants). Ina matnuclear reactor has not, and cannot, exgins producing electricity. It is little wonconstruction has been subject to materials
ter of minutes the reaction becomes so'
plode like an atomic bomb.
der that utilities across the country are
and manpower shortages, labor ineffiIt is claimed that nuclear wastes pose
abandoning
nuclear programs.
The
hot that the fuel assembly begins to melt.
ciency, construction delays unrelated to
an unacceptable hazard to thousands of
government and the anti-nuclear activists
A short time later a mass of molten steel
regulatory actions and poor design, planand uranium begins to burn its way
future generations, yet it is not the techare making the whole procedure too exning and management. The utilities are
nology or the economics of waste dispospensive, and time consuming.
,through its containment. Sometime after
hardly innocent bystanders. As a case in
al which pose serious questions, it is the
By now it should be painfully obvious
the molten mass has completely breached
point, consider VEPCO's N. Anna nupolitics of waste disposal.
that the battle of Clamshell v. Seabrook
the reactor containment, and after radioclear unit. VEPCO originally proposed to
Consider then, the status of nuclear
and similar challenges will serve no puractive gases have been released into the
build the plant on a geological fault ....
power in the U.S. today. Approximately
pose beside unnecessarily limiting the
.atmosphere, the molten mass, begins to
without telling anyone. After the exis100/0 of all electricity generated lnrhe
supply of energy. The immediate benefiseparate and cool. No one knows what
tence of the fault was made known, and
U.S. is generated by nuclear power. The
ciary of the red tape tying up nuclear dehappens next. Standard estimates put the
VEPCO succeeding in arguing that the
wastes these nuclearplants produce falls
velopment is not the U.S., it is the V.So's
number of deaths in the thousands, the
risks posed by the fault were minimal,
far short of the wastes produced by the
foreign suppliers of energy. The losers in
amount of' property damage in the bilVEPCO went ahead and built the plant.
government's weapons programs. The
the conflice are even more apparent. Jobs
lions and the number of people affected
Unfortunately, part of the plant was built
damage to the countryside from uranium
are lost, growth is stifled, energyindepen- '
with carcinogenic and mutagenic doses of
on solid ground and part was built on soft
mining cannot be compared to the ravadence is made less and less likely.
radiation being subject to anyone's guess.
ground. Naturally, parts of the plant are
ges of coal mining. The effect on air qualWhat does nuclear's future look like?
The proponents of nuclear power, howbeginning to shear away from the stable
ity from the combustion of nuclear's
Currently, in New England nuclear is reever, assure us that the odds against a
section. The result is that in less than one
main competitor is even more devastaplacing high priced oil imports. IN other ' meltdown are so astronomical that in the
, year, the plant has used up most of its alting. Meanwhile, muclear's often cited
parts of the country nuclear is freeing nalong run the statistically certain deaths
lowance for sinking, the allowance is dethermal pollution problem has turned out
tural gas for more valuable purposes than
from alternative sources of power, i.e.
signed to cover the life of the plant. It will
to be a boon to the aquatic life in many
that of utility boiler fuel. Still the anti-nucoal, far exceed the potential number of
be interesting to see what the NRC does!
lakes and streams.
clear activists, blinded by visions of nudeaths from' a nuclear catastrophe. The
about VEPCO's disappearing nuclear staLet us look more closely at America's
clear disasters and ignorant of the billion
problem is that a lot of us do not believe
tion. Under these circumstances, is it any
them.
"Ace in the hole": coal. Coal combustion
and trillion to one odds against such oc, wonder that the regulatory process is dereleases particulates (soot) and gases (nocurrences, ignorant of the safety record
Ask Yourself a few questions. If nutailed and time consuming?
tably CO'and SO) in sufficient quantities
compiled by American utilities, ignorant
clear power is so safe, why will no insurIn the meantime, what alternative is
to alter the composition of the atmosof the drain on the dollar from OPEC
ance company indemnify a utility against
there to increased nuclear construction?
mere, to dangerously increase the acidity
claims from nuclear accidents? Why does
(continued on page eleven)
(continued on page eleven)
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PRO
(from page ten)
and ignorant of the proven hazards of
coal, refuse to budge. Some talk of conservation and energy efficiency, as
though conservation could be turned on
and off at will. The impact of conservatil''} was significant in the two years following the Arab oil embargo. It is a complete delusion, however, to think that
conservation can indefinitely replace
generating capacity. The reaction to the
oil embargo was almost certainly a one
shot phenomenon. Proof of that assertion is found in the growth curves for
both electricity and gasoline. After the
two year interruption in growth caused by
the embargo, demand has returned to
very nearly its pre embargo patterns.
Conservation undoubtedly opened some
eyes in 1974and 1975. The chance that it
willdo so again is a small one, though.

CON
(from page ten)
This is a difficult question since a good
number of anti-nuclear activists are o~ly
slightly less anti-coal. The~ro~lems WIth
coal are widely known. Within the past
two or three years, however, new techniques for land reclamation and sO~ ~nd
particulate collection, have been gaming
commercial and environmental acceptance. Also significant are the advanc~
being made in coal liquefactio.n ~nd gasification. It is believed that within a few
years the remaining economic and environmental hurdles can be cleared. Relatively clean, relatively inexpensive coal
products and by-products may soon play
a major role in energy production.
In the very near future, something
more important than construction of generating plants is needed: conservation.
The impact of conservation was dramatically shown in the aftermath of the oil
embargo. Skyrocketing utility rates and
long lines at gas stations provided Americans with tangible proof of the energy cri-

America's growth can be achieved not
by producing less energy, but by producing more. In the short run the additional
electricity that America needs can only
come from coal and nuclear. Alone neither can meet the demands of the 1980's.
Indeed it is unlikely that nuclear and coal
together can meet the demands of the next
decade. In the long run, however; more
than coal and conventional nuclear power
are necessary. There is an .answer
though: the breeder reactor.
..'
By employing breeder technology, the
U.S. can increase the energy value of its
uranium reserves by 60 fold. Breeding
would produce more energy than is contained in the combined domestic reserves
of gas, oil and coal. Without a -doubt,
breeders would enable the U.S. to make
the transition from the fossil/conventional.nuclear generation of the latter part of
this century to the solar/fusion/advanced
nuclear generation projected for the middle of the next century. It is equallyclear
that without breeders the transition to the
advanced energy forms of the next

century will be accomplished only with severe dislocations and disruptions of our
economy, The oil embargo of 1973 will
look like a mild event in comparison.
As the anti-nuclear activists are quick
to note, the breeder is not without its difficulties. These difficulties are widely
known, and equally widely exagerated.
However, one overriding issue, rarely
mentioned, may. render most of the questions about terrorism, proliferation and
waste reprocessing moot. What opponents of the breeder fail to acknowledge is
that unless the U.S. takes the lead in the
field, someone else surely will. The tech. nology is so crucial to so many nations
that a rush to perfect breeders is going on
throughout the rest of the world. Enter.
France. While the U.S. is the unquestioned leader in all aspects of conventional
nuclear technology, France is rapidly becoming the leader in breeder technology.
Consider the implications of that statement. Consider also that the French are
far less concerned with safety and security
than is the U.S. The result is that a poten-

sis. The growth in energy demand collapsed. Recently, however, energy growth
rates have shown signs of approaching
their pre-embargo levels. Why? One reason is that energy is again underpriced.
Current consumption is coming. far too
cheaply. Regulation has held natural gas
prices well below market clearing .levels.
. Little wonder it is in short supply. Oil,
meanwhile is subject to a complicated
scheme designed to keep U.S. prices below world levels. The result is high demand and dollars flowing to the OPEC
nations. With subsidized energy prices,
why should Americans' conserve? The
subsidies will have to end soon, though.
Supplies of regulated gas are dwindling.
The drain on the dollar from oil imports
is becoming overwhelming. As these fuel
prices approach their market clearing levels, the price of their major substitute,
coal will necessarily follow. Nuclear,
while subject to different economic considerations and constraints, will see its
costs increasing at least as fast 'as coal
costs. Conservation and energy efficiency
will become more than just interesting topics for conversation.
.
The question is not how much new
generating capacity we must construct,

but how much we can avoic constructing.
It is important to note that contrary to the
protestations of the pro-nuclear groups,
there is no necessary relationship between
increased energy consumption and increased growth. Nations such as Sweden,
West Germany and Denmark, with standards of 'living and per capita, income
comparable to that the of U.S. have considerably lower per capita consumptions
of energy and electricity. Of equal importance is the question of capital intensity.
Providing the capacity to produce a watt
of electricity .is highly capital intensive.
On the other hand, conserving a watt is
more labor intensive. In simple terms,
conserving a watt creates more jobs per
dollar than creating the capacity to generate a watt. Conservation is generally
cheaper as well.
The simple truth is that rows of nukes
are not needed. In the short run needed
capacity additions can come from coal
stations, provided that strict environmental safeguards are met. In the next 10-15
years, it is almost certain that rnaore ~onomical and environmentally compatible
processes will be ~evelop~d. Processes
which do not create a thousand year legacy of hot radioactive waste. Processes

tiallydangerous technology is being developed without the U.S. exerting the
dominant role over its development. All
the questions the anti-nuclear. activists
raise concerning terrorism and.the like are
-p!agnified many times over. Reduced to
its simples terms the issue is not whether
theU.S. should build the breeder. The issue is whether the U.S. should stand idly
. by while another nation builds it. One
way or another, it will be built.
In the short run, the U.S. has no alternative to the increased use of nuclear
power. Accordingly, the U.S. must stop'
crippling nuclear's development. In general, a climate must be provided where
nuclear can compete on equitable terms
with coal. It is certain that both will be
needed if the U.S. is to achieve any measure of energy independence. By permitting the two major sources of additional
generating capacity to fully develop, the
transition to breeders and ultimately to
fusion or solar can be made with minimal
dislocations to the economy. There really
is not much of an alternative.
which do not require the development of
a plutonium based economy. Processes
we can live with.
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{Editor's Note:
Harry Chernoff is a. former
student at the National Law
Center who is now an economist
at the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission. He is a graduate of
William & Mary, where he
authored an honors thesis on the
economics of nuclear power. This
.article is the first of a three-part
series on the energy crisis. In the
next issue Mr. Chernoff will
discuss and compare the technology of energy production.}
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Energy Newsnotes
Critical Mass
The Critical Mass Energy
Project is holding a national energy conference October 6-S at
Washington's Capitol Hilton.
The primary emphasis of the.
conference will be citizen participation in the implementation of
safe and efficient energy. A major
topic of discussion will be nuclear
energy, its health, environmental,
and economic ramifications. This
is to be complemented by workshops addressing citizen involvement in energy. policy-making
(Citizen's Legal Strategy, Organizing
Tactics,
Fundraising,
Coaltion Building, Media and

Publicity) as well as exploring the
future of solar energy. Some of
the groups to be represented at the
conference include the Natural
Resources Defense Council, the
Litigation Group, the Union of
Concerned Scientists, the Environmental Action Foundation;
and the Worldwatch Institute.
Notable
participants
include
Barry Commoner (author, The
Poverty of Power), Denis Hayes,
Ralph Nader, and Tom Hayden ..
For
further
information,
contact Critical Mass'7S, P.O.
Box 1538, Washington, D.C.
20013. Telephone (202) 546-4790.
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Laserium Opens at Air and Space Museum
by Thecla Fabian

Laserium is for people who
love fireworks and kaleidoscopes.
it is for everyone who has felt the
dizzying thrill of the stargate
sequence of 2001-especially for
those of us who have kept going
back again and again; Laserium is
for everyone who has ever sat
dreaming the colors that music
can make in your mind, and
wished to 9pen their eyes and find
the magic real.
Laserium is an hour-long
presentation of colorful laser illusions choreographed to music
that will be running at the Albert
Einstein
Spacearium
of the
National Air and Space Museum
until March 31,1979.
The spectacular visual effects
of the show ·are generated by a
single one-watt Spectra Physics
Krypton gas laser housed in a
electronically sophisticated projector. The 1116 inch diameter
greenish white laser beam.vis
passed through a prism. which
splits it into four separate beams"
of red, yellow, green and blue.
Each of these beams is then processed .via modulators, scanning
mirrors and other optical devices
to form the multi-colored images
and patterns that are projected
onto the dome above. The effects
range from misty, swirling cloud
images to highly coherent, constantly shifting rings and patterns
of pure color. One particularly
impressive sequence involved the
projection of a spiral of thousands of points of light resembling a gothic rose window. Begin-

ning with a stately rotation, the
spiral increased the speed of its
turning until the entire spacearium seemed to fall upward into
a whirlpool of light.
Each show is unique. Approximately half of the basic control
signals, or cues, are programmed
on tape. The rest of the affects are
choreographed by the operator,

or laserist, to coincide with the
recorded music.
The music which forms an
integral part of the presentation
ranges from the majestic "blue
Danube Waltz" (particularly dear
to the hearts of 2001 addicts) to
Pink Floyd's .."Set the Controls
for the Heart of the Sun" and
Aaron Copeland's "Hoedown".

"Blue Danube", in this showing,
was choreographed to a waltz of
loops of pure color against a
background of mist and stars.
"Heart of the Sun" was set
against the swirling approach to a
bright star burning in the gaseous
clouds of space. "Hoedown" was
a beautiful visual pun on the
square dance. Altogether, there

are some twelve to fifteen pieces
of music chosen for each show.
Laserium is the creation of Ivan
Dryer, president of Laser Images,
Inc. of Van Nuys, California. He
has a strong background as a
filmmaker and photographer and
a keen interest in music and technology. His fascination with
astronomy,
metaphysics
and
philosophy makes itself evident in
the show. As he once said of
Laserium, "it can be a more
direct way of exploring other
spaces and other worlds that exist
inside us all."
Laserium will be shown on
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
and Sunday at 8:00 and 9:15 pm.
Fridays and Saturdays, showtimes are 8:00, 9:15 and 10:30
pm. Tickets will be available in
advance through Ticketron or,
for that evening's performance,
at the Spacearium box office in
the National Air and Space
Museum. The box office will be
open from 10:00 am - 5:30 pm
and then again from. 7:00 pm on.
Starting in October, advance
tickets will also be available at the
Air and Space Museum. All
tickets are $3.50. For those new to
Washington and without cars, the
museum is accessable from the
Smithsonian Exit of Metro's Blue
Line, however it does require
about a block and a half walk up
the Mall. Hint: there are no
reserved seats, but the best place
to sit for maximum effect is along
the periphery (i.e. in the back) of
the Spacearium. Sitting too close
to the center can be dangerous to
the neck muscles.

Fort Washington: Retreat for an Autumn. A'ternoon
By Bill Lieth

National Capital. In 1808, after
repeated seizure of American
go for an early Autumn picnic or seamen and the detention of the
if you just feel like getting out of U.S. Frigate "Chesapeake" by a
the city for a few hours some British
naval
vessel,
the
Saturday or Sunday, Fort Wash- Government appropriated funds
ington might be just What, ypu ..•.....
for the defense of ports and
want.~>·'.·(;··<,·,,'harbors
of the United States.
Although located only a few Measures were promptly launmiles. south of the Beltway in ched for the protection of the new
lower Prince George's County, it Capital City and land on the
is a secluded
spot
with
Maryland shore of the Potomac
apanoramic view of the Potomac.
opposite Mount Vernon was
And if you want to mix in some acquired from the Digges family
history (to justify your not being of Warburton as a site for a fort.
in the library) a walk through the
Work
on the first Fort
pre-Civil War fort can give you a Washington, or Fort Warburton
flavor of what it was like to be a as it was then called, was soon
nineteenth century soldier.
begun and by the end of 1809 it
Fort Washington occupies the was essentially completed. Unsite of the earliest fortification
fortnately it was not particularly
erected for the defense of the successful in defending. D.C.
If you're looking for a place to

because during the War of 1812,
the British landed further south,
marched inland bypassing the fort
and burned the Capitol, the White
House and most of the other
public buildings. When British
war vessels, moving up the
Potomac to cooperate with their
land
forces
reached
fort
Washington, the American commandingofficer ordered the fort
destroyed rather than allowing it
to fall into enemy hands.
It was decided to rebuild the
fort and the present structure was
completed in 1824 at a cost of
more than $400,000. However,
since D.C. has not since been
attacked by foreign forces and the
Confederacy lacked a navy sufficient to attempt such an ambitious venture, Fort Washington
has never been pressed into the
use for which it was constructed.
In 1946 it was transferred to the
Interior
Department
and is
maintained by the National Park
Service.
.
The grounds near the fort
consist of several acres of
parkland with picnic tables, barbeque pits, a small playground
and abundant parking. The fort
itself is currently .undergoing
some minor renovation and it
appears that the rather meager
museum will have more to offer
in the future. While I wasn't able
to ascertain just how successful
they were, several people were
fishing there, so if you have the
inclination, you might want to
bring your tackle along.

The fort is easy to reach by
taking Indian Head Highway
(Md. 210) south. About four
miles below the Beltway (Exit 37)

make a right turn onto Fort
Washington Road which leads
directly into the park.

The Glass Menagerie
Starts Theater Season At Marvin Center
By Wendy Gordon
For six days in October, Tennessee Williams'
remarkable
memory play, "The Glass Menagerie," can once again be seen.
Beginning with a preview performance the evening of Monday,
October 9, and continuing
through Saturday, October 14,
the Marvin Center will show
Laura, Tom, Amanda and The
Gentleman Caller nightly at 8:00.
Under the direction of Nathan
Garner, Director of the University Theater, the play promi~es to
be absorbing.
The cast is four. Laura, the shy
and frightened young woman
whose glass animals give the play
its name, is played by Carole
Myers, a graduate student i,n
theater. The role of Laura s
brother, Tom, narrator, is taken
by Paul Chalakani, also a gr~duate student in theater. Chris
Hurt, and undergraduate, is the
Gentleman Caller whom Tom
brings home for dinner, and
Eileen McClay, a PhD candidate
in American Literature, plays
Amanda, the mother whose

demands for (or of) her children
form much of the play. .
. Many of us remember Amanda
10 purely negative terms.'a selfish
hypocritical
and domineerin~
mo~her. I?irect?r Garner explained 10 an mtervlew, however, that
he sees Amanda as motivated by a
predommantly, unselfish loveher problem being one of manner
?n i~ability to translate her feel:
mgs mto actions that make sense.
If she exhibits hypocrisy or tries
to dominate, this view would
argue, the' motivations behind
these traits 'are fear for her children and a desire to help them.
It will be valuable if Garner can
give his audience this double view
of the Amanda: how she sees herself as well as how her children see
her. After all, one way to define
'glass menagerie' is 'transparent
zoo'; a place Where one sees into
or through specimens valuable
enough to be caught and captured. It is one function of theater
to blur the ordinary distinctions
between outside and in, objective
and subjective, by giving a view
from the characters' innards. let-

ting us crouch behind the lens of
the characters' eyes and see what
they see.
In any event, this production of
the American classic is likely to be
worth seeing. Tickets for the
October 9 preview are $2.00 each
for students, $4.00 fornon-students, and the regular performances from October 10 through
14 are $2.50 each for students,
$5.00 for non-students. Tickets
are on sale now at the Marvin
Center Box Office, or will be
available at the door.
After "Glass Menageria", the
University Theater Department of
Speech and Drama will be putting
on three more major productions
this year. Shakespeare's "Twelfth
Night" is next, then Tom Stoppard's
"The
Real Inspector
Hound" will be presented, and
Voltaire's "Candide" will close
the season in April.
In addition, smaller student
productions are going on virtually
all the time in Studio A in lower
Lisner, Admission to them is
usually $1.00 or free. Call 6766178 for further information.

"The Glass Menagerie": (Standing) Carole Myers as Laura; Paul
Chalakani as Tom, (seated) Eileen McClay as Amanda, Chris Hurt as
The Gentleman Caller.
.

New Stained Glass Exhibits at Renwick Gallery
The Smithsonian's Renwick
Gallery has opened an exhibit
called "New Stained Glass,"
showing 41 contemporary works
by \3 artists. Stained glass has for
centuries been confined to
windows. but these artists are experimenting with stained glass as
a means of expression, not just ~n

architectual device. Unlike the
Gothic artists who designed
stained glass windows for cathedrals, these artists assemble their
own works.
The variety of styles, techniques, and effects point to two
conclusions. One is that modern
technology has helped stained

glass become more than simply
windows in churches. The works
in this exhibit make use of le"c;es,
a variety of mirrors, shaped metal
armatures, sandblasting, double
and triple glazing, photographic
processes, and appliqued lead
lines.
The second conclusion is that
stained as a medium of expression
is as versatile as painting and
sculpture. Stained glass is, in fact,
both painting with color and
sculpting with glass and other
materials. Every conceivable style
is used. The only common thread
among the 41 works is stained
glass. Like any other medium,
stained glass has its limitations,
but this exhibit shows artists exploring the possibilities it has.
Color in glass, when lit from
behind, can be breathtakingly
vibrant. A tiny glass door is
hinged onto the lead lines used in
a portrait of Salvador Dali. The
lead itself is an effective vehicle
for emphasizing certain contours
and lines in a "drawing."
.
One of the most intriguing of
the materials used is laminated xrays. In one work, "Metamorphose," by Paul Marioni, an
x-ray of a bone is the subject. In
another, "Neal as Don Juan, a

.portrait with bones," by Narcissus Quagliata,
the swirling
patterns of a collage of x-rays is
used to create the face.
The humor and surrealism of
modern art are evident in many of
the works. A photograph of a
building is seen through a stained
glass window frame in a stained
glass wall. A stained glass portrait
of Salvador Dali wears a glass
monocle. In architecture a rose
window is "a circular window
with roselike tracery or radiating
mullions."
Albinas
Elskus'
"Rose Window #2" consists of.
the images of two roses.
The exhibit shows an old art
medium being expanded and

adapted. The works are considered by the artists to be (and
treated in the exhibit as) art
objects in themselves, not windows. There is a degree of irony
in a stained glass object be;":;
hung in front of a window so that
it can get enough light. If you
want to see some intriguing works
of art, and be entertained, then
catch this exhibit.
exhibit: "New Stained Glass,"
Renwick Gallery of the National
Collection of Fine Arts, Smithsonian Institution, Pennsylvania
Avenue at 17th Street N. W.,
through Feb. 19, 1979, open every
day 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m .. free admission.
by Jim Sweeney
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Book Review: The High Citadel

of Harvard

may be the continual inbreeding
them that makes them turn upper 13 percent of the income
that
is involved be producing even
another way?"
strata, whereas 16 percent came
The High Citadel: The InIt is to this question that The from the lower 50 percent of the narrower law students than they
fluence of Harvard Law School, High Citadel turns. Seligman ex- income strata. And Harvard is were themselves.
In this way, argues Seligman, is
by Joel Seligman,is a study of the amines both the history of the unique in its ability to secure
non-normative
legal education
history, structure, and effect of school and its present structure.
financial aid for its students.
the Harvard Law School. More The single most important event Seligman concludes that "The in- perpetuated.
Equally suspect is, the cirricuimportantly, however, it stands as in the history of the school was ference is unavoidable that atan indictment of the entire Ameri- the arrival
and subsequent
tending one of the most' pres- lum, especially when analyzed
deanship of Christopher Colum- tigious twenty or so national law from the view point of seven years
can system of legal education.
of graduate study. Seligman
Ever since Christopher Columbus
bus Langdell. Known as a genius schools has remained a privilege
Langdell introduced the' case as a student, noted by his col- largely reserved to the children of states that "With the exception of
Canada ... no other industrialized
method of law study in 1870, leagues as a rather likeable book- the upper and upper-middle
democratic nation requires law
Harvard Law School has served, worm, Landgell was a failure as a income strata."
as a role model for educators in trial lawyer. As a result he spent
The second barrier is ac- students to spend so much time
receiving academic training, yet
virtually every law school in the most of his time in the law libraty,
ceptance by a law school admiscountry. The result of this emula- and soon became known as an sions committee. Since ninety five offers so little clinical training in
the practice of law." There is
tion is that although the law expert in the law. He was invited percent of graduates of accredited
schools turn out proficient legal to join a law firm in 1858, where law schools pass a bar exam virtually no relation between unithinkers, the effect of the process he did the research and wrote the eventually, it is actually law versity level and law school
education, especially where high
on legal representation is one of' briefs while his partners appeared
school admissions committees
the great tragedies in American' in court or met with clients. In who determine who will be ac- admissions standards encourage
students to take easy college
history.
1870 he brought his book- cepted into the legal profession:
Seligman states in the Preface wormishness to Harvard Law "By acting as gatekeepers to the courses. In the words of former
President
Kingman
that the sentiment of his book is School, which at that time-was, as legal profession, American law Yale
accurately embodied in a state- Oliver Wendell Holmes described schools cease to be merely edu- Brewster, for many students
ment made' by A. Z. Reed fifty six it, "almost a disgrace to the cational institutions. They now , "education takes too long." But
years ago, after eight years of Commonwealth of Massachus- are also political institutions,
the most significant problem is:
studying
legal education
in sett;" Langdell
immediately
"Confronted by first-year profeshelping determine who can afford
America. The importance of this restored
examinations
(over to be represented by counsel and
sors who immediately demand
statement cannot be .overempha- student objections), made certain who cannot; whose' rights will be that they employ (legal) language,
sized:
courses in the two-year cirriculum defended in courts of law and
the students may find the political
Whatever incidental purposes mandatory, and instituted the legislatures and whose will not;
substance of rules studied to be
are cherished by particular law case method. In Langdell's view, and, inevitably, which citizens
far less significant than the imschools, the main end of legal "What qualifies a person ... to shall receive "equal protection
plied lesson that their success or
education is to qualify students to teach law, is not experience in the under the laws" and which shall failure largely turns on swiftly
work of a lawyer's office, not ex- not." How do the admissions
learning to use the new language,
engage
in the professional
practice of the law. This is a perience in dealing with men, not committees exercise this im- which, more precisely means,
public function, in a .sense that the experience in the trial orrgument
portant political role? By using learning to manipulate legal rules
regardless of their political signipractice of other professions,
of cases, not experience, in short,
LSA T scores and undergraduate
ficance.,; The question endures
such as medicine, is not. Prac- in using law, but experience in grade averages, the admissions
ticing' lawyers 'do not merely learning law." (Wasn't it Holmes committees try to determine who whether a seven year universitythat may be
render to.the community a social who said "The life of the law has is most likely to do "well" in law level -education
devoid of any course that efservice, which the community is not been logic; it has been ex- school. Whereas in 1960 theafectively relates the technical
interested in having them render perience"?) In the late 1880's, "verage GW law student could
doctrines of law to legal history,
well. They are part of the govern- Langdell completed his trans- have been accepted at Harvard
legal philosophy, American socioing mechanism of the state. Their formation by restricting admis- Law School, today the majority
of students admitted into the logy, or American political theory
functions are in a broad sense sions to "graduates of approved
colleges", even though by 1896 leading law schools rank in the is adequate preparation for the
political. This is not due primarily
enlightened practice of law." As
to the, circumstance that a large only seven of the seventy-four ex- top 10 percent of their underproportion of our legislative and isting law schools required a high graduate classes. As a result, law Harvard
Professors
Andrew
administrative
officials,
and school diploma for admission.
Kaufman and Robert Keeton and
students today are more intense,
The first haif of the book chro- more driven, more diligent, and Teaching Fellow David Rosenvirtually all our judges, are
chosen from among this practic- nicles the history of both the sup- more concerned with personal
berg stated in a 1974 memoally ruling class. Nor is it due porters and critics of the Langdel- success than their predecessors.
randum, "As far as questions of
entirely to the further circum- Iian model. The "intellectual god- So long as law school admissions
law reform are concerned, how
father of four generations of are based on "merit",
su.vce that the growth of our law
and can we expect young lawyers to '
in e . form of judicial decisions Langdell critics" was Oliver "merit" is defined as doing well take an active interest in problems
that interpret and declare its Wendell Holmes, Jr. Feeling that on examinations
they don't know exist or whose
rather than
teaching methods were not ter- performing community services,
ramifications they don't underactual content is 'necessarily
greatly influenced by arguments
ribly important, since "ability
law school remains "a meri- stand?" How, indeed?
of counsel. It springs even-more
and industry will master the raw tocracy for the few", and will
Seligman offers most of the
with any mode",
fundamentally
from the fact, materials
criticisms of the Socratic method
never reflect community needs.
early discovered, that private ' Holmes stated that' the, actual
that law students are all pretty
Seligman then attacks faculty
individuals cannot secure justice basis of the law has always been selection and faculty role. Until familiar with, but nonetheless
without the aid of a special pro- "felt necessity ... No one will ever the last few years, faculty selec- have validity: the tension it causes
fessional order to represent and to have a truly philosophic mastery tion at Harvard was practically
students, especially in the first
advise them. To this end lawyers over the law who does not habi- limited to former editors of the year; the insulting manner of
were instituted, as a body of tually consider the forces outside Harvard Law Review. These' some professors at a time when
public servants, essential for the " of it which have made it what it is. people subsequently followed the students are especially vulnerable;
he must same course from Harvard to a the slowness of the method in
maintenance of private rights. More than that,
remember that as it embodies the brief clerkship for a prestigious
The importance of this statement
conveying material; the replaceis that in a country where justice story of a nation's development
federal circuit court judge of ment of first year tension with
is usually equated with equal through many centuries, the law Supreme Court Justice followed
apathy or sullenness in the second
treatment under the law, and finds its philosophy not in self- by a few years' practice with a and third years; emphasis on legal
where lawyers have a monopoly consistency, which it must always leading private law firm or reasoning coming at the expense
on the providing of legal re- fail in so long as it continues to government office, and back to of training in other relevant legal
presentation, if people don't have grow, but in history and the Harvard. The danger ingerent in skills. Seligman then describes
access to lawyers, they do not nature of human needs." Despite this system was recognized by some attempts at remedying these
the eloquence of such critics as Dean Griswold himself;
receive representation and justice.
flaws, mainly by William Pincus
the supporters'
Of
The legal profession has a duty, Holmes,
The persons making the selec- and Gary Bellows, .that reveal
as officers of the state, to provide Langdell won.
tion have come through the tradi- some alternatives.
Although the historical story is tional law school mill. They had
representation to all. But the facts
In his chapter on grades, law
remain that it is remiss in this a fascinating one, and involves high grades inlaw school· very review, and placement, subjects
duty, that the vast majority of such other names as Frankfurter,
high - or they are not likely to be dear to all of our hearts, Seligman
people cannot afford legal re- Brandeis, Pound, and Griswold, considered by those who are says, "It is difficult to imagine a
presentation. It is in this regard of more relevance and importance
doing the considering. Other rewardssystem more demeaning,
that the role of the law schools is to present-day law students is qualities are liiked for, it is true,
distorting
of values, or arcrucial. Although many students Seligman's analysis of contem- and often found, but there is bitrary ... the law reveiw system'
begin their legal education with porary legal education. Selig- sometimes a sort of atmosphere
exaggerates the worth of a tiny
high ideals, few leave with them. man's first arrow is aimed at the that one is unintellectual if he minority of students,
lessens
What happens in law school? Or, admission process. The first feels these qualities can have truly respect for all non-law review rebarrier to admission is money. In independent significance. Thus lated activities, and encourages
in the words of former Harvard
1976, 58 percent of the Harvard
our faculties tend to reproduce
Law
School'
Dean
Erwin
students to value self-aggrandizeLaw School class came from the themselves; and in the process ment more than service to
Griswold, "What do we do to
by Steven Kleifield

Law

others." Seligman argues that it's
not fair to decide a student's fate
during two weeks in the first year.
It takes some people longer to
catch on, and they can't know if
they've caught on until after the
grading is done (which is subjective anyway). Also, all that
tests measure is an ability to describe the elements of a legal
problem under time pressure,
which, although- important, is
only a small part of what law
work actually
requires.
The
system is burdensome on professors (in other graduate schools
professors wouldn't
think of
grading first year exams), and
lessens student enthusiasm in the
second and third years. And what
.is the law review itself? It is a
periodical that is published not to
be read, but to be written.
Although it is good training for
those involved, time and political
pressures make for editorial timidity and repition. As for placement, there was a time in the late
1960's when students began a
movement towards public interest
·Iaw. The big firms respondedby
raising startint salaries. This
buying-off
process continues
today, with the placement office
serving as a convenient vehicle for
the large corporate law firms,
who have the resources to conduct
extensive on-campus interviewing
at a time when students are typically hurting financially and are
anxious about job opportunities.
Seligman suggests that placement
offices have an affimative duty to
.give other organizations access to
students.
Having identified the major
problems, Seligman concludes.
with an attempt at creating a new
model of legal education. His emphasis is on lessening the total
number
of years required,
creating schools more specialized
in scope, and bridging the gap
between theory and practice. He
doesn't have all the answer's, but
he at least raises the right
questions and provides a framework for evaluating legal education. I recommend The High
Citadel for anyone who suspects,
as I do, that $50,000 and seven
years of lost opportunity is too
high a price to pay for the actual
benefits received, both to the individual student and to society as a
whole.
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on the Interview Trail
away and my special tobacco.
And then I'm not to be disturbed
until the Redskin game."
I found it convenient to rent a
booth at Bassin's as a Visiting
Professor from Yucatan University. In return for my monthly
transfers of highgrade Yucatan
handicrafts, Leong provided me
with a rear booth fitted out with
bookshelves, tensor lamp, telephone and curtain. He also kept
my private supplies of Cerveza
Superior and Yucatan smoking
mixture (unavailable in the United States).
Leong brought the beers and
the smoke, drew the curtain and
left. I filled a bowl, took a deep
drag to set the gray cells tingling
and addressed the problem of the
resume. It had to be a grabber. It
had to jump right out· and confr~>nt Some stuffy hiring partner
with stark excellence, with raw
pulsating legal talent and with the
type of life that one can but admire and wish to associate with. I
decided my only recourse was to
lie.
When I answered Leong's call a
few hours later to come and
watch the Skins game, this is what
I had come up with:
(typist's note: this is all there was
to the text)
.
Editor's Note:
Ralston
Van Ridley
spelled
backwards is Notslar Nav Yeldir.

by
RALSTON VAN RIDLEY
I found what I was looking for
just about the time the acid hit.
That old crazy hand·dissociatedfrom-body trip that made watching my finger go down the posted
list of interviewing law firms seem
like the royal procession in a Cecil
B. DeMille movie. "Goddam it,
this is important," I told myself
as I took a swig from a diet Pepsi
can full of Dr. Bacardi's Mind
Clearing Elixir.
"What firm is that?" inquired
a Bible salesman type standing
next to me in the hall. I could see
he was fascinated by my finger
jabbing at the glass in sync with
Brubeck's piano on "Take Five."
"Dewey, Cheatham & Howe.
Big firm. Offices all over the
world. Tijuana, Bogota, Quito,
Katmandu, Tangier, Calcutta,
Singapore, Saigon. Agricultural
development, transportation and
customs law. Bigtime clients all on the High Times 500."
"Oh, I see. Well, my grades ...

"

"Don't sweat. You're out of it
anyway. They only take very thin
lawyers. Part of their image.
That's why I drink this mouthwash." I showed him my diet
Pepsi can. "Keeps the weight
down."
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Banzhaf's Briefs Amicus Advocate
by Prof. John Banzhaf III
SEX IN THE LOCKER ROOM

Now that a federal judge has
ruled that reporters covering a
story cannot be barred from the
locker room simply because they
are of the opposite sex from the
players who might be in a state or
partial or total undress, the Advocate is seeking
additional
reporters. Men interested in
providing in-depth and penetrating . coverage of women's
sports at GWU from the unique
vantagepoint of the locker room
should apply, as should women
seeking to provide coverage from
the opposite point of view for
male sports.
Since Title IX provides that
"no person in the United States
shall, on the basis of sex, be
eXcludedfrom participation in, be
denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under
any educational program
or
activity receiving Federal financial assistance", why is it that
women may tryout for and participate on "men only" varsity
teams [baseball, golf, soccer,
wrestling] and yet men may not
tryout
for or participate on
"women only" varsity teams
[badminton, gymnastics, squash,
volleyball]?
Speaking of athletic activities,
would there be enough interest for
an S.B.A. or law school sponsored mini-quasi-marathon
for
N.C.L. students, faculty, staff,
and spouses? Participants could
run for a measured 5 or 7 mile
distance along the scenic C&O
canal. Prizes could be awar-ded to
all finishers, with special prizes to
the first male and female
finishers,
and/the·
first-year
section which had the most people
~ompleting the race.

••••

SEXUAL CLASSIFIEDS
The Advocate was criticized in
the last issue for last issue for
listing nightspots and activities of
interest primarily
to heterosexuals. The writer purportedly
corrected this by adding listings
for male and female homosexuals. But how about all of the
other sexual preferences; are they
to be overlooked and ignored by
straights and gays alike. To help
fill the void and to correct the
record, the following listings are
supplied for those with other
interests:
FOR TRANSVESITES
AND
. MALE FENINISTS:
International Alliance for Male Feminism, P.O. Box 623, Laurel, Maryland 20810, publishers of "The
Journal
of Male Feminism"
(formerly "Hose and Heel").
Annual International Membership Dues $20, "dues coyer two
women, provided at least one is
female."
FOR SWINGERS, OPEN OR
CLOSED: Check out groups like
the Freedom Club and others
which advertise in the Washington Post under couples socials.
FOR THOSE INTO ROMAN
CULTURE (ORGIES): Plato's
Retreat, 230 W 74th St., N. Y.C.
FOR NUDISTS: Pine Tree Nudist
Club, P.O. Box 157, Crownsville,
Md.
FOR THOSE INTO B&D and
OTHER
CULTURES:
Check
individual listings in "Select",
"The Seekers", and other similiar
magazines.
FOR LAW STUDENTS WITH
NO TIME: Take a cold shower
and study harder.

••••

DtVELOPING ARROGANCE
In "Confessions of a Criminal

Lawyer",
"Voice"
9/25/78,
attorney
Seymour
Wishman
writes .that he has discovered
"certain occupational hazards of
my profession."
"I
have
developed a reflex of recalling all
prior inconsistent statements, no
matter how trivial. These are
good habits for a criminal
lawyer-if only they didn't bleed
into my personal life. Destroying
witnesses can lead to an arrogance
and an inflated sense of control
over people that is, at times,
difficult to leave behind in the
courtroom. The temptation to
dominate a social gathering or
individual encounter sometimes
seems irresistible. The arrogance
will betray itself in an impatience
with people who are not speaking
'relevantly' or 'responsibly."

• • • ••

GET YOUR
PARTNER'S CONSENT
A letter in the most recent
Advocate said that a law student
with a "Perry Mason Syndrome"
might ask his sex partner:
"Darling, before we can proceed
I must insist on a clear answer to
the previous question. May I
remind you you are under oath."
Nonsense! First, not even law
students would require a sex
partner to take a legally enforcible' oath. Second, many
never even bother to ask. Third, a
more complete and correct question would go something like this:
"Darling, on the basis of your
external manifestation and your
failure to expressly state or otherwise manifest your objection to
what I am now doing and what
you can reasonably foresee I am
about to do, I am, on the basis of
our previous relationship and all
other circumstances,
assuming
your consent to these activities

and to any and all consequences
no matter how remote, indirect or
unforeseeable. Please be advised
that there are no express or
implied warranties concerning my
conduct or performance with
regard to this matter, and that
you must be held to assume the
risks which reasonably relate to
this activity. If you do not
consent,speak up now or forever
hold your piece."
• • • • • • •
CHARGE YOUR
FIREPROOF'YOUR BUTTS
LANDLORD RENT
Is it' easier to regulate: thei..
Did you hear the one about the
victims?
Recognizing
that
law~student who brought a fifty
cigarettes are the major cause of dollar law suit in small claims
damage to furniture, and that
court' over a security deposit? It
most of the damage and fires seems that the defendant never
result when smokers fall asleep or answered, the student took a
forget they are smoking, the default judgment, and then tried
Consumer ·Product Safety Com- to collect. When the defendant
missio proposed a requirement
still proved uncooperative the
that cigarettes be self-extinguishplaintiff had the building put up
ing if not puffed on after a rea- for sale and; as the only bidder,
sonable period of time. Although
bought title to the building for a
this regulation would have pro- pitance. The story says the
tected the smoker at least as much defendants have now offered him
as the nonsmoker, Congress ruled $10,000 to settle and to forget the
that the cigarette was sacred and whole thing, but that the student
could not be regulated by the has turned it down. Who says doc.P.S,C. So now the C.P.S.c. is it-yourself clinical law projects
proposed a standard designed to can't be interesting, educational,
make all furniture
cigarette
and rewarding!
proof, a move the industry says .-------------~
may well banish popular cotton
NEED SPARE CASH???
and velvet upholstery materials
and raise furniture prices over The Advocate offers generous
25070. Now if we could only sales commissions to its ad·
require our national forests to be vertising agents.
fireproof ...
• •• •• •
Apply Bacon Hall Rm. B-2 or
STONED PROSECUTORS
phone 676-7325 for details
An article in the New Republic
commented on the hypocracy of , All GW students eligible.
the Peter Bourne affair in which
Join
top government officials responsible for drug policy, and other
top white house staffers, were
allegedly using dope themselves .....
...
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Standing Fast:
A Loolcat the Meaning of Public Interest Law
by Toni DeRose and Bob Krakow

we want to do and why we want to
decisions which neither affect the The new lawyers, however, argue
lawyers had as much influence
do it, to answer the question,
merits of the case or endanger the persuasively that representation
and political power as the tradiWhat grows out of the free acts "what is public interest law?"
client's interests. But beyond this bounded only by the restraints of tional private interest lawyers
of countless men and comes upon
First and foremost, public
narrow sphere, the authority to law may preclude the possibility
have-lawyers would still have to
us like' an overwhelming tide of interest law is the name given to
make decisions is exclusively that
of equal justice as surely as the balance the private and the public
events is no mere tide of events. the attempt to provide legal
of the client. And so long as they denial of counsel to the poor.
interests in their practice.
Every individual acts in it as afree representation to groups and in- are within the bounds of the law,
The public interest lawyers ask
As we have noted,
the
agent. However powerless he may terests that have traditionally
those decisions are binding upon
whether the limits of advocacy
traditional
view
is
that
the
atfeel, no one is wholly powerless.
been unrepresented or - underthe attorney: all doubts are to be should vary in differing social torney is a "value-free"
or
We may quail before the course represented in the legal process.
resolved in favor' of the client.
situations. If you cannot bribe a "neutral"
professional.
The
of history as before a relentlessly "Underrepresented"
encomThe Code, of course, recognizes
corrupt judge, can you take public interest lawyer, however,
rising tidal wave, and we may be passes not only the poor, but also
that the role of the lawyer em- advantage. of a corrupt system argues that legal representation
swept along. But we join in build- ordinary citiezens who lack access
bodies a dual obligation: one that
stacked in your favor? And if you does not operate in a vacuum and
ing dikes, and men have been able to courts, administrative agencies
is to the client and one is to justice
do, can you do it in the name of moral judgments can and must be
to stand fast. History differs from
and other legal forums, which
or the law. But the duality is dis- preserving the advocacy system?
made not only in the choice of
the tides of the sea. These tides determine policy on a practically
pensed with in a single sentence:
The allusion here is to a pluralistic
clients but in the extent of
are mute. History speaks, and we boundless range of topics, simply
"The duty of a lawyer to his client model as descriptive of the ad- representation of a client. By
answer. The very union of men is because they cannot afford to hire
and his duty to the legal system versary system: various private
asserting the legitimacy of perno mere natural phenomenon but an attorney. The effort to provide
are the same: to represent his and group interests compete in the sonal value choices in their work,
an event animated by their legal representation to previously
client zealously within the bounds
political judicial arena and the and by accepting responsibility
freedom.
However minute a unrepresented groups and in- of the law." The public interest
public interest can only be defined
for the effect of their professional
quantity the individual may -be dividuals
is the result
of
lawyer cannot accept this "hired
acts, public interest lawyers feel
among the factors that, make broadened social concerns such as gun" approach to the practice of as the outcome of .that process.
Thus any lawyer representing any the attorney can develop a role
history, he is a factor. He cannot environmental quality, consumer
law. (S)he feels that increasingly
substantive interest within the which is not only more socially'
attribute it all to a tide a/events
protection, public health, and
there is much that a client may process can with equal justifica- . productive, but more personally
of which none is his doing.
employment and housing dis- ask a lawyer to do or many goals .
tion claim to be working toward
satisfying as well.
Novelist Harvey Swados called crimination.
Those concerns,
a client may wish to pursue
Public interest lawyers want to
one of his books Standing Fast along with a growing body of law which, while not outside the the "public interest."
This justification,
however,
transform the legal profession
perhaps because he valued images regulating them, have created new bounds of law, are not at all in the
fails to relate process to purpose,
into a truly public profession with
of defiance in the face of a society needs for legal actions and legal best interests of society. Thereor
to comprehend how tenaciousbuill on compromise. Perhaps not representation.
These a-ctions, fore, loyalty to client must give ly the legal order has aligned itself a broader and deeper definition
of social responsibility than the
really definance, rather more a often by definition for the benefit
way to what Mr. Justice Holmes
with certain moral imperatives at bar has ever tolerated. If the
type of integrity, which is rarely of large classes of people and
called "the felt necessities of the the expense of others. The comprofession is to distinguish itself
to be found in our daily ex- often far too costly for the times." No more can the lawyer
mitment of public interest law is from the businesses it represents,
perience-a
religious stead-fastaggrieved individuals to afford,
simply represent an .individual
not to a specific socio-political
it will first have to disregard the
ness and commitment to our seemed to call for the same kind
client; he must as well represent
platform, but rather to the ad- market as the arbiter of availbrothers and sisters.
of publicly
supported
legal society, "the public interest."
versary
ysystem
itself,
and ability, quality, and extent of
To speak of such things invites services that have been recognized
The lawyer must balance the specifically, to the principle that . legal representation .. \\Thile the
cynicism from most of us in law and instituted to protect the rights
private interest of his client
lawyer need never become a high
school. Are we not here to get the of the poor. Thus some .com- against the public interest of everyone affected by the bureaucratic or judicial process should
priest,
neither
need
(s)he
highest number, have "Order of mentators would define public society; if the two are in conflict,
have a voiclii,in those decisions,
prostitute himself to the demands
the Coif" stamped on our trans- interest law as subsidized attorney
(s)he should urge the client to take even if (s)he cannot obtain conof the client (s)he chooses to
cripts, and walk over to Arent services, services afforded in the a broader view of his, the client's
ventional representation. Never- represent. As Jerald Auerback
Fox with a four star resume and a absence of market demand.
best interest. The traditionalist
has stated it:
three piece suit? Well, some of us, Others, however, feel that this retort that the public interest is theless, While the public interest
lawyer agrees with the civil liber(Law) reflects what is in
including some who are com- perspective, focusing as it does on not so easy to determine. Moretarian view of the importance of a society, but often it exerts autonopelled to follow that a alluring
the funding element, is myopic.
over, attorneys should not make
full and' fair adversary system,
mous power to channel social
path, feel a bit uncomfortable
They insist that the prime goal of moral or. ethical judgments of
(s)he feels this conception is too problems and public issues into its
with such a style. A good number
public practice is promotion of their clients. To do so violates the
narrow: access even to highly own constricted framework of
of us have chosen to attend law significant social change, largely sanctity of the adversary system
skilled counsel is not a solution in legitimacy and procedure. Then it
school because a sense of social through law reform. The fundingthrough which the lawyer serves situations, for example, of private
may become detached from its
commitment. The nature of such basing definition
erroneously
society by vigorous advocacy of interests dealing with the legislamoorings. Consequently, the bar
a commitment is not so clear now includes pro bono activity not client's rights, regardless of the
ture or agovernmerit
agency,
must be judged by two standards
as it was when Viet Nam and the directed at affecting the output of moral or public interest elements
while the public has no effective (but not bya double standard): its
Civil Rights Movement provided
the judicial system, and on the of the case.' "We are only voice in the deliberations or
sensitivity to the values and mores
clearly defined issues. Though it other hand, excludes the fact that lawyers," say the traditionalists,
decisions. Even if the sides were of society and its implementation
is no longer fashionable to work the "market" has independently
"not the high priests of society."
equal-even if the public interest
of the obligation to provide equal
for social change, the issues which sustained a modest level of legal
justice under law.
were ripe in 1968 still exist.
services to fee-paying clients preThis column is dedicated to the senting "public interest" issues
notion of Standing Fast. We and is support of broadly defined
intend not to speak nostalgigically
systemic goals. Defining public
(continued from page three)
of past Viet Nam war protests and interest law in terms of the nature
with the essay. The entry form
United States Attorney for the
candlelight marches. Rather we of the attorney's practice rather
are ineligible for consideration.
are interested in a discussion with than his sources of funds is most Entries will be judged on the basis will contain a number' to be District of Columbia; and Joseph
placed by the contestant in the L. Rauh, Jr., General Courtel to
our fellow students of how to consonant with a law reform
of timeliness of subject, pracmake life as a lawyer a construeperspective, the perspective which ticality, originality, quality of upper right-hand corner of each the Leadership Conference for
page of the essay. The con- Civil Rights. Senator Charles
tivepolitical
act. We are in- appears to most sharply focus on
research, and clarity of style.
testant's name is not to be on any Mathias has also been invited.
terested in discussing ways to the actual practice of the public
The winners of first, second copy of the submitted essay. There will be a panel discussion
bring the .notion of being a interest lawyer.
and third places will be presented
Contestants' identities will not be on jobs, with representatives
people's lawyer into reality. Such
That practice is committed to with cash awards in the amounts
known
to the judges. Six copies of from the' private sector, governa discussion will inevitably turn
the proposition "equal justice of $500, $300 and $200,
the essay' must be submitted.
ment, legal services and the
.our eyes to our law school and the under law for all," not as a goal,
respectively.
Judges will be Entries for the 1979 awards must Catholic University Law School
type of education we are getting but as a present reality. The
designated
members
of the' be submitted to the Howard C. Placement Office. Six different
here. It will also focus our atten- approach of the traditional legal
Family Law Section.
PrizeSchwab Memorial Award Essay
workships
will be held on
tion on the profession we have community is reflected starkly in
winning essays which have been Contest, at the above address,
Saturday afternoon, with topics
joined, on its breadth and depth.
the central premise of its own published in the Family Law
ranging from legal services to
Nearly' every third year law Code of Professional
Res- Quarterly may be found in Vols. postmarked on or before April
16,1979.
.
representing athletes. The format
student is, at this time of year, ponsibility:
virtually absolute
VIII #1 p. 51; VII #4 p. 433; VI #4
FALL ROUNDTABLE
of these workshops will be mostly
already familiar with daily, if not client loyalty.' The, lawyer' is p. 405; VI #3 p. 279; VI #2 p. 145;
The 11th Circuit (all of the question and answer, so that
hourly, inquiry of nearly every- always to remember that he is the V #3 p, 369; V 31 p. 32; and IV #3
·D.C. law schools) of the ABA
students will have the maximum
one (s)he chances to meet: "what
hired servant of the client and it is pp. 209,230, 280.
Law Student Division will be opportunity to pick the brains of
type of law will you be going his primary duty to see that the
Law students desiring to enter
the attorneys participating. Pure
into?" For your authors, one client's will be done within the the contest should write ·to holding its annual Fall Roundtable on Friday, October 13, and
recreation is scheduled for Friday
frequent response is "public
bounds of the law. The lawyer Howard C. Schwab Memorial
evening-sa screening of "Adam's
interest law.". Since this phrase should fully inform the client of Award Essay Contest, Section of Saturday, October 14. This event
is open to all, and the registration
Rib," starring Kathryn Hepburn
seems least often to inform and all relevant considerations, may Family Law, American
Bar
fee will be only $2.00. The entire
and Spencer Tracy, a film classic.
most often to mystify, a good point out factors which may lead Association,
1155 East 60th
is posted
on the
This is an event you really can't
place to take our first stand is in to a decision which is morally just Street, Chicago, Illinois 60637, schedule
the area of definition. Our effort
as well as legally permissible, and requesting an entry form, which ABA/LSD bulletin board. Some afford to miss. Registration will
of the highlights will be the guest
be on Friday, October
13,
i,n\Vhat follows is.to explain what
may even make, on his own, must be completed and returned
. speakers •. including Earl S\lb~rt,._ ;beginn~t:lgat 4:00 p.rn,

ABA/LSD Acti~ties

